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CHAPTER 5

Priority Setting in Science

Even if we could double the science budget tomorrow, we would not escape the need
to establish. priorities. . . . At present we have no well-de fined process. . . for systemati-
cally evaluating the balance of the overall Federal investment in research and
development and in the variety of fields that we try 10 serve”. . . .

Introduction
At every level of decisionmaking in the Federal

research system, goals are outlined and translated
into plans for their achievement. For the system to
provide both continuity and flexibility in research
funding, priorities are set, chiefly through the budget
process. Both the executive and legislative branches
have mechanisms to set priorities, many of which
were detailed in the two previous chapters. How-
ever, broad priority setting is generally resisted by
the recipients of Federal funding because it orders
the importance of research investments, often in
ways that groups within the scientific community do
not support. This problem is especially perplexing,
because there are few mechanisms and no tradition
of ranking research topics across fields and subfields
of inquiry.

Priority setting can help to allocate Federal re-
sources both when they are plentiful, as they were in
the 1960s, and when they are scarce, as is expected
in the early 1990s. Governance requires that choices
be made ultimately to increase the benefits and
decrease the risks to the Nation. For example,
decisionmakers in the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) routinely compare the projected
costs, benefits, and risks of certain programs. The
benefits of research increase technological capabil-
ity, national security, health, economic activity, and
educational resources. Setting priorities is a way the
government achieves national goals.

Doug Walgrenl

In the grand scheme of things, research is one
Federal concern among many, routinely costing less
than 2 percent of the domestic and defense budgets.
Research has traditionally been a favored part of the
budget-only four budget areas have consistently
received increases over the 1970s and 1980s:
entitlements, defense, payments on the debt, and
research. 2 Consider the President’s proposed fiscal
year 1991 budget. The items in this $1.4 trillion
budget are organized under five themes. The first
theme, “Investing in the Future,” features science
and technology items most prominently among the
10 categories listed (see table 5-l). Five of these
categories explicitly mention science or research
goals.

What the Federal Government values more or less
in research can be inferred in part from the Federal
budget. The budget process compares the goals of
the President, the Office of Science and Technology
Policy (OSTP), the agencies, and Congress-not
only what each seeks to achieve, but also how they
plan to do so. However, no organization looks across
the Federal research system to determine the frame-
work for making choices.

From the discussion in chapter 3, one could con-
clude that OMB has been the surrogate for such an
agent, with Congress then adding its own priorities
through budget negotiations. 3 The agencies spend
these appropriated sums based on strategic plans that
reflect their research missions, sorting long-range
from short-range investments, weighing new initia-
tives against ‘out-year’ commitments (in multiyear

IDoug Walgreq C “hauman of the Subcommittee on Science, Research  and Ikchnology, in U.S. Congress, House Committee on Science, Space, and
lkchnology, The Hearings inadequacy, Direction, and Priorities for the American Science and Technology Effort, IOlst COng., Feb. 28-MM. 1, 1989
(Washington DC: U.S. Government Printing Wlce,  1989), p. 1.

26 ‘outlays by Category, “ Government Executive, vol. 22, September 1990, p. 44. Furthermore, within the category of “R&D,” research has seen
much greater increases than development (which has decreased in constant dollars) since the late 1960s.  See Lois Ember, “Bush’s Science Advisor
Discusses Declining Mdue of R&D Dollars,’ Chem”cal  & Engineering News, vol. 68, No. 17, Apr. 23, 1990, pp. 16-17.

sFor ~ Ovemiew, s= Eltiabeth Baldti and Christopher T HiU, “The Budget Process and Large-Scale Science Fwd@,” CRS Review,  Februrw
1988, pp. 13-16.

- 1 3 7 –



138 ● Federal/y Funded Research: Decisions for a Decade

Table 5-l—Summary of President Bush’s $1.4 Trillion Fiscal Year 1991 Budget,
Items Listed Under Theme 1: Investing in the Future

Increasing saving, investment, and productivity

Expanding the human frontier
Space:

1. Infrastructure
2. Manned exploration (Space Station Freedom, Moon-Mars

Mission)
3. increasing scientific understanding (global change, devel-

oping commercial potential, other)
Biotechnology
Superconducting Super Collider
Enhancing research and development

1. Doubling the National Science Foundation budget
2. Global change
3. Agricultural research initiative
4. HIV/AIDS
5. R&D for advanced technology
6. Magnetic levitation transportation
7. Science and engineering education
8. Research and experimentation tax credit
9. R&D by transnational companies

Investing in human capital
Education:

1. Preparing children to learn (including Head Start)
2. Targeting resources for those most in need (including K-12, Educational Excellence Act,

mathematics and science, historically Black colleges and universities)
3. Education research and statistics

Job training
Enhancing parental choice in child care

Ending the scourge of drugs
Protecting the environment (including global climate change research)

Improving the Nation’s transportation infrastructure

Bringing hope to distressed communities
Preserving national security and advancing America’s interests abroad (including the

Department of Defense research and technology)

Preserving America’s heritage
SOURCE: “President Bush’s 1991 Budget Fact Sheet,” Jan. 29, 1990.

awards), and allocating resources by program, pro-
ject, and performer. Even this picture is too simple,
however, since many decisions involve extensive
debate within the government and the public, and
developments within programs and the scientific
community also influence the decisionmaking proc-
ess.

Congress wishes-perhaps now more than ever—
that the scientific community could offer priorities
at a macro level for Federal funding. However, this
community has long declined to engage in priority
setting, claiming a lack of methods to compare and
evaluate different fields of science and desiring to
maintain high levels of funding for all fields, instead
of risking cuts in any particular one. It has fallen

primarily to the Federal Government to set priorities,
both among and within fields of science, and this
situation will most likely continue through the
1990s.

In the scientific community, calls for priority
setting are also often confused with calls to direct all
research along specified lines. Even with greatly
enhanced priority setting, one goal would certainly
be the maintenance of funding for a diverse science
research base. This priority has been preeminent
since the Federal support of research began.4 Other
priorities would include training for scientists and
engineers, and supplying state-of-the-art equipment.
At present, the means to meet these goals are a
matter of continuous debate and policy revision.

4See U.S. Conuess, House committee on Science and ‘Jkchnology, Task Force on Science Pclicy, A History of Science Policy in the United States,
T940-1985,  99th Cong.  ~astigon,  DC: U.S. Government Printing office, September 1986).
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In an era of greater priority setting, the Federal
Government would seek to target specific goals. For
instance, the allocation of additional monies to the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) for AIDS re-
search, beginning in the late 1980s and continuing to
the present day, has been a clear designation of a
priority research area. Future decisions may center
on ranking projects designated ‘‘big science, ’ since
not all of them can be supported in the current fiscal
climate. Similarly, fields that have received large
increases in funding during the 1980s, such as the
life sciences, may grow more slowly, as others are
given precedence.

Although priority setting occurs throughout the
Federal Government, it falls short in three ways.
First, criteria used in selecting areas of research and
megaprojects (e.g., the Superconducting Super Col-
lider (SSC) and the Space Station) are not made
explicit, and appear to vary widely. This is particu-
larly a problem at the highest levels of priority
setting, e.g., in the President’s budget and the
congressional decision process. Second, there is
currently no formal or explicit mechanism for
evaluating the total research portfolio of the Federal
Government in terms of progress toward national
objectives. Third, the principal criteria for selection,
‘‘scientiilc merit’ and ‘‘mission relevance, ’ are in
practice coarse falters.

This chapter examines priority setting in the
Federal research system. First, it describes the
historical justification for priority setting and recent
pressures stemming from budgetary constraints.
Second, it reviews specific frameworks for setting
priorities generated by various parts of the research
system. (For a discussion of priority setting in other
countries, see appendix D.) Most proposed frame-
works include a distinction between“big” and
“little” science, both as research strategies and as
accounts with certain expectations. But definitions
are murky. OTA thus discusses the criteria applied
to justify investments in various categories and the
decisions that generate agency research “portfo-
lies. ’ Finally, the use of priority setting to clarify

Photo credit: National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Astronaut prepares experiments, which separate cells
according to their electric charge, on board the Earth-
orbiting Columbia Space Shuttle. The difference between

big and little science is murky, in part because the
advent of new large equipment (such as the Shuttle) often

allows new forms of what would be called “little science”
when performed in other environments.

goals, strategies, and outcomes is analyzed as part of
democratic decisionmaking.5

Historical Justification for Priority Setting

Investment in research is open-ended and uncer-
tain in outcome. Thus, Federal decisionmakers bring
different expectations and justifications to making
choices in research. Recognizing this, Alvin Wein-
berg, former Director of Oak Ridge National Lab-
oratory, proposed over a quarter-century ago a set of
‘‘criteria of scientific choice. ’ ‘6 He wrote:

Society does not a priori owe the scientist, even
the good scientist, support any more than it owes
support to the artist or to the writer or to the
musician. Science must seek its support from society
on grounds other than the science is carried out
competently and that it is ready for exploita-
tion. . . . Thus, in seeking justification for the sup-
port of science, we are led inevitably to consider
external criteria for the validity of science, those
criteria external to science or to a given field of
science.7

  budget process plUS   cycle of authorization and  hearings      revisit
projects, check their progress, revise cost and time estimates, and so on. But this is done piecemeal. Some mechanism viewing the entire research portfolio
is needed, perhaps on a different cycle than the budget. A more‘‘ideal’ Federal  portfolio could be constructed iteratively-a process which
could fortify the science base while allowing for the pursuit of some, but not all, new big science initiatives.

 papers on the topic, originally published in  are reprinted with  discussion in A.M. Weinberg, Rejections  Big Science
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1966).

 p. 72.
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Weinberg’s ‘‘external” criteria consist of social
merit and technological merit. They declare the
support of science as a priority to be judged against
conscience investments and favor the ‘‘applied’
end of the research continuum. These criteria
conjure up the potential applications and social
value of scientific research. Science for society is
epitomized by such investment criteria.

Weinberg’s ‘‘internal’ criteria, on the other hand,
are those embraced by research performers and, to a
lesser extent, agency sponsors. For them scientific
merit is the prime justification for Federal support,
one that “. . . puts value on the progress of the
scientific enterprise as a whole. Knowledge produc-
tion is thus held to be a meritorious activity in its
own right. . . .“8 With no promised immediate
benefit to society, the support of research has a more
esoteric justification, such as the “ripeness” of a
field for exploitation that will advance the state of
theory or technique. The significance of this out-
come may remain within a research community or be
shared only by specialists in neighboring fields. For
them, such developments become a priority. Making
this intelligible and persuasive to those who control
resources, e.g., within agencies or to one’s congres-
sional representative, however, is what may influ-
ence the policy process. A 1988 statement of the
priorities issue suggests that the criteria have not
changed much from Weinberg’s original formula-
tion (see box 5-A).

Historically, the notion of criteria, with scientific
merit at its core, rearticulates the social contract that
ties Federal research funding policies to investiga-
tors and research programs that bubble up to excite
other specialists and agency sponsors. For Wein-
berg, “. . . the purest basic science [can] be viewed
as an overhead charge on the society’s entire
scientific and technical enterprise. ’ This concep-
tion of research as overhead on society’s near-term

goals has been reasserted of late with changes in the
Federal funding climate. Under the strain of de-
mands on the Federal budget, the call for priority
setting has grown louder.

The Funding Climate and Research Priorities

The 101st Congress engaged in what has been
characterized as “. . . six of the most consequential
and rancorous science and technology debates. ”10

Four of these six are unambiguously research
related; they are presented by Senate and House
votes in table 5-2: mathematics and science educa-
tion, the SSC, environmental protection, and space/
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). (Note the overlap between the items listed
here and in the President’s priorities.) The need for
trained people, sophisticated instrumentation, the
reduction of risk, and continued exploration of space
reflect the relation of science and technology to the
Nation’s total market basket of investments.

Even though R&D still sit in the vulnerable corner
of the budget that carries the label of “discretion-
ary’ spending, it’s clear that science and technology
no longer are viewed as flip-of-the-coin judgment
calls. Rather, they are now seen as necessary and
strategic obligations tied to national needs, and no
matter how awful the budget deficit looks, R&D will
get better relative consideration than anything else in
the discretionary sector. .. .11

However, under tight fiscal conditions, no part of the
budget may fare well. As Association of American
Universities President Robert Rosenzweig states:

Another thing that concerns me. . . is the dy-
namic that seems to be set up by the next three to five
years of budget problems. We’re going to be fighting
among ourselves a lot--universities and elements
within universities. . . . The domestic discretionary
[budget] pool . . . is not supposed to grow for the
next five years, save for inflationary increases. But

8John zima.u, An ZmVdUCtiOtI  to Science Studies (New York NY: Cambridge University mess, 1984), P. 163.

Weinberg, op. cit., footnote 6, pp. 97-99. Also see Harvey Brooks, “Models for Science Plaoning,’ PubZicAdministration  Review, vol. 31, May/June
1971.

l~ade ROUS& “science  and lkchnology in the IOISt COngIeSS,” Technology Review, vol. 93, No. 8, November-December 1990, p. 59. These six
diffemdslightly in the House and Senate, and two-having to do with the Clean Air Act and the B-2 Stealth Bomber-have arguably little science content.

llWilliam D. Caey, “R&D in the Federal Budget: 1976- 1990,” Science and Technology and the Changing World Order, colloquium proceedings,
Apr. 12-13, 1990, S.D. Sauer (cd.) (Washington DC: American Association for tbe Advancement of Science, 1990), p. 48.
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Box 5-A—A Statement From the Scientific Community on the Evaluation of
Competing Scientific Initiatives

The following criteria were proposed in 1988 for evaluating competing scientific initiatives. They are presented
here (in abridged form) in the three categories developed by the authors.l

Scientific Merit

1. Scientific objective and significance
Example: What are the key scientific issues addressed by the initiative?

2. Breadth of interest
Examples: Why is the initiative important or critical to the discipline proposing it? What impact will the
science involved have on other disciplines?

3. Potential for new discoveries and understanding
Examples: Will the initiative provide powerful new techniques for probing nature? What advances beyond
previous measurements can be expected with respect to accuracy, sensitivity, comprehensiveness, and
spectral or dynamic range? In what ways will the initiative advance the understanding of widely occurring
natural processes and stimulate modeling and theoretical description of these processes?

4. Uniqueness
Example: What are the special reasons for proposing this initiative? Could the desired knowledge be
obtained in other ways? Is a special time schedule necessary for performing the initiative?

Social Benefits

1. Contribution to scientific awareness or improvement of the human condition
Examples: Are the goals of the initiative related to broader public objectives such as human welfare,
economic growth, or national security? Will the results assist in planning for the future? What is the
potential for stimulating technological developments that have application beyond this particular initiative?
Will the initiative contribute to public understanding of the goals and accomplishments of science?

2. Contribution to international understanding
Example: Will the initiative contribute to international collaboration and understanding?

3. Contribution to national pride and prestige
Example: Will the initiative create public pride because of the magnitude of the challenge, the excitement
of the endeavor, or the nature of the results?

Programmatic Concerns

1. Feasibility and readiness
Examples: Is the initiative technologically feasible? Are there adequate plans and facilities to receive,
process, analyze, store, distribute, and use data at the expected rate of acquisition?

2. Scientific logistics and infrastructure
Examples: What are the long-term requirements for special facilities or field operations? What current and
long-term infrastructure is required to support the initiative and the processing and analysis of data?

3. Community commitment and readiness
Example: In what ways will the scientific community participate in the operation of the initiative and the
analysis of the results?

4. Institutional implications
Examples: In what ways will the initiative stimulate research and education? What opportunities and
challenges will the initiative present for universities, Federal laboratories, and industrial contractors? What
will be the impact of the initiative on federally sponsored science? Can some current activities be curtailed
if the initiative is successful?

5. International involvement
Example: Are there commitments for prog rammatic support from other nations or international
organizations?

6. Cost of the proposed initiative
Examples: What are the total costs, by year, to the Federal budget? What portion of the total costs will be
borne by other nations?

l~pted  fim  Job  A. Dutton and Lawson Crewel “Setting priorities  Among Scientific Initiatives, ” Amen”can  Scientist, VO1.  76,
November-December 1988,  pp. 60C)-601.

—— —
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Table 5-2—Favorable Senate and House Votes on Science Issues in the IOlst Congress

Senate votes
Mathematics and science education programs: S. 695, President Bush’s “Excellence in Education Act, “ includes $5 million for a national
Science Scholars program. Passed 92-8 on Feb. 7, 1990; R 37-8, D 55-0.a

Superconducting Super Collider authorization: H.R. 5019 appropriates $20.8 billion for energy and water programs, including $318 million
for the accelerator. Passed by voice vote on Aug. 2, 1990.

Technology programs authorization: S. 1191 authorizes $320 million in fiscal year 1990 funds for research on high-definition television and
other new technologies through the Advanced Technology Program of the National Institute of Standards and Technology. Passed by
voice vote on Oct. 26, 1989.

House votes

Superconducting Super Collider authorization: H.R. 4380 limits Federal spending on the advanced atom smasher to $5 billion, with $2.4
billion more to come from Texas and foreign sources. Passed 309-109 on May 2, 1990; R 115-57, D 194-52.

Mathematics and Science Education amendrnents:H.R.5115 authorizes $1.1 billion in fiscal years 1991 to 1995 for congressional science
scholarships and other education reforms. Passed 350-25 on July 20, 1990; R 123-25, D 227-O.

Technology programs authorization: H.R. 4329 funds the National Institute of Standards and Technology through 1992, including $100
million in fiscal year 1991 and $250 million in fiscal year 1992 for research on high-definition television and other new technologies under
the Advanced Technology Program. Passed 327-93 on July 11, 1990; R 83-90, D 244-3.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration funding:H.R.5158 appropriates $14.3 billion for NASA. Passed 355-48 on June 28, 1990;
R 128-39, D 227-9.
KEY: R= Republicans; D= Democrats; NASA=National  Aeronautics and Space Administration.
aBoth  the House and  the Senate ~a=~  t})e ~cellen~  in Mathematics, ~ien~, and Engineering  Act of 1990 (Put)l~ kw 1 ol-568) in ~tOber 1990, and

$149 million was appropriated.

SOURCE: Based on Wade Roush,  “Science and Technology in the 101st Congress,” Technology Review, vol. 93, No. 8, November-December 1990, p. 65.

everybody is going to be out to get more money.
They all feel that they deserve and need more money,
and they’re probably right.12

These commentators, speaking 2 years after
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) President
Frank Press warned of constrained research budgets
as ‘the dilemma of the golden age, ’ 13 suggest some
accommodation to this reality: while the Federal
Government could invest more in science and
technology, the scientific community could do a
better job of sorting research opportunities by
whatever criteria chosen to assist decisionmakers at
all levels of the system.

Science Advisor Bromley and Former Science
Advisor Press have stated criteria and categories of
priority that they consider essential for science,

listed in table 5-3. (Projects are compared under each
category to compete for monies allocated within that
category.) Note the convergence between the Sci-
ence Advisor’s (OSTP/OMB’s) and the NAS Presi-
dent’s (and former Science Advisor’s) formulations.
Each emphasizes the separation of large projects
requiring new infrastructure from ‘‘small science. ”
Press distinguishes human resources from national
crises and extraordinary scientific breakthroughs in
his primary category. Bromley places national
political exigencies above all else,14 whereas Press
prefers to put these items into a “political category”
of third priority. One effect of these rank orders is the
seeming creation of separate accounts, i.e., that
choices could be made within each category and
then across categories.

15 Of course, such choices are
being made by various participants in the research

12Qu~@d  ~ CCA  (jWd Budget  for Science, But T~~ubleS Lie ~~d,” science& GoVernmen~Rep~rt, VO1. 20, No. 18, NOV.  15, 1990, pp. 1,4. hl the
President’s proposed fiscal year 1992 budge~ civilian R&D spending would rise 13 percent to $76 billioq with basic science increasing 8 percent to
$13 billion. see William Boo@ ‘‘President PUS Fisc~ Faith in Science,’ The Washington Post, Feb. 13, 1991, p. A17. Also see Jeffrey Mervis, “Bush’s
Science Budget: Will It Hold?” The Scientist, vol. 5, No. 5, Mar. 4, 1991, pp. 1,6-7.

13Frank Press, “The Dilemma of the Golden Age,” Congressional Record, May 26, 1988, pp. E1738-E1740.  Press’s categories and priorities are
presented below.

1dBro~ey>s  s~tement was ~umented ~ Septemkr 1990  by a brief Office  of Science and ~chnology  policy d~~en~ “U.S. ‘kchnoIogy  poficy.  ”
The document seines to bridge the roles of the private sector and the Federal Government in research and development. Justifications for the President’s
fiscal 1991 budget requests for “education and tr aining” and “Federal R&D responsibilities” are presented by agency in addition to discussion of
federally funded technology transfer and Federal-State activities. See Executive Office of the president OffIce of Science and ‘Ikchnology Policy, ‘ ‘U.S.
7kchnoIogy Policy,” unpublished document, Sept. 26, 1990.

IsNote  that scientific merit is assumed in ~th formulations and not explicitly stated as a funding criterion. The iSSue bXOmeS one of f~st -g
science projects according to scientific merit and then assigning them to national goal categories, or alternatively starting from a mtional goal and
organizing a research stmtegy  to meet it.
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Table 5-3—Two Statements on Research Priorities

Source Criteria Categories in rank order

Press

Bromley 6’
. . . guiding principles on prioritiz- 1. National needs and international security concerns (global change,

ing the agency requests . . .“ preeminence in space, defense technology base).
2. Support for basic research (particularly university-based, individual-

investigator and small-group research-’ ’small science”).
3. Funding for scientific infrastructure and facilities (SSC, Space Station,

and”. . . in a more distilled sense . . .“ Human Genome).
“ . . . appropriate for the unprece- 1. Human resources, national crises (AIDS, space launch capacity), extra-
dented Federal deficit. . .“ and ordinary scientific breakthroughs (high-temperature superconductivity).
(’ . . . to maintain American leader- 2. Large projects (SSC, Human Genome).
ship in science and technology. . .“ 3. Political category (DOD and national security; Space Station; regional

economic development and employment; U.S. image enhancers like
manned space flight; U.S. “competitiveness” enhancers like education,
training, and civil sector R&D).

KEY: SSC=Superconducting  Super Collider; DOD=U.S.  Department of Defense.

SOURCES: D. AlIan Bromley,  “Keynote Address” Scierwe and Technology and the  Changing Wx/dorder,  colloquium proceedings, Apr. 12-13, 1990, S. L.
Sauer (cd.) (Washington, DC: American Association for the Advancement of Seienee,  1990), p. 11. Also see “Q&A With D. AlIan Bromley,  Bush’s
Science Advisor,” Science & Government Report, vol. 20, June 1, 1990, P. 5; and Frank Press, “The Dilemma of the Golden Age,”  Congressional
Record, May 26, 1988, pp. El 738-E1740.  ‘

system simultaneously. The congressional budget
process may be the final arbiter, but even after
Federal monies are obligated, choices at the agency
and program levels occur.

In addition to supporting meritorious research,
most Federal research agencies would embrace the
following as relevant to their mission:l6

●

●

●

o

to provide fiscal support to the research system
(both the infrastructure needed to conduct
research and the research itself);
to invest in human capital today (i.e., the
research work force) and tomorrow (i.e., stu-
dent apprentices);
to sustain the performance sector of research
(especially the research universities) and to
build institutional capacity (especially as
viewed by region or State); and
as a factor in economic development and the
application of research to solving local prob-
lems.

Clearly, not every program in every research agency
can apply these as finding criteria without compro-
mising any single one.

In response to a congressional request in 1988,
NAS also devised a framework for thinking about
Federal science and technology budget priorities.
The result is presented in table 5-4. In this four-

category scheme, “agency budgets and missions”
are viewed as separate from needs of the “science
and technology (S&T) base, ” “national [political]
objectives, and ‘‘major S&T initiatives. ” All are
illustrated by NAS at the agency level, listing the
following needs: educating science and engineering
personnel; modernizing equipment and facilities;
supporting a mix of basic and applied research;
capitalizing on promising new research opportuni-
ties; promoting interactions between related fields of
science and engineering research; distributing re-
search support by geographic region and type of
institution; maintaining a mix of research modes,
e.g., individual investigators, large groups, centers,
and university-industry partnerships; and balancing
competitiveness and cooperation with research pro-
grams in other countries.17

If these items were interpreted as listed in order of
importance, top to bottom, the projects funded by
the research agencies (indeed, the proposals re-
ceived) might look quite different from the research
projects currently supported. Priorities can perturb
the funding system; they can redefine the “haves”
and ‘have nets’ (e.g., institutions, fields, investiga-
tors) by changing the value of certain criteria. For
instance, some agency funding decisions signal that
a premium has been placed on other needs (see box
5-B).

IGoTA interviews at the Federal research agencies, spring-Sumxn er 1990.
ITNatio~ A~demy of Scienws, Federal Science ad Technology Budget Priorities: New Perspectives and Procedures, a repOfi  m response to the

Conference Report on the Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for Fiscal Year 1989 (H. Con. Res. 268) (Washingto~ DC: National Academy Press,
1988), p. 10.
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Table 5-4-Framework for Assessing Science and Technology Budgets (categories are not mutually exclusive)

Category Definitions Examples
Agency budgets and Agency S&T activities viewed in terms of

missions their contributions to individual agency
goals and objectives

S&T base Activities that provide the people
knowledge, and infrastructure to carry
out S&T

Activities supported across many
agencies and under the jurisdiction of
several congressional committees

S&T applied to Stated priorities of the President and
national objectives Congress with major S&T components
(Presidential and Frequently supported by several
congressional agencies and within the purview of
priorities) several congressional committees

Major S&T initiatives Significant increase (and sometimes de-
creases) in budgets over several years

Budgetary consequences across
agencies

Fail in one or more of above three
categories

Nuclear alternative energy R&Din DOE
Submarine acoustics in DOD
Cell biology in HHS
Influence on learning in ED
Plant disease resistance in USDA
Fundamental research in chemistry in NSF
Standards development in NIST
Aeronautical research in NASA

Basic and applied research programs in NSF, HHS, DOD, DOE,
NASA, USDA, EPA, etc.

Student fellowships in ED, NSF, HHS, DOD, DOE, NASA, etc.
Equipment and instrumentation programs in HHS, DOE, NSF, USDA,

NASA, DOD, etc.
Facilities for research, animal care, and growing and using special

materials supported by NSF, DOD, HHS, DOE, NASA, etc.
K-12 materials development in NSF, ED, NASA, etc.
Student internships in Federal laboratories in DOE, NIH, etc.

Understanding and ameliorating global change in EPA, DOE, NSF,
NASA, USDA, NOAA, etc.

Industrial development in biotechnology, superconductivity, manu-
facturing technologies in HHS, DOD, Commerce, NASA, NSF,
DOE, USDA, etc.

Alternative sources of energy in DOE, NSF, DOD, USDA, etc.
AIDS in HHS, ED, DOD, State Department, etc.
Creation of nuclear defense (Strategic Defense Initiative in DOD)
Increase capacity for exploration of space (Space Station in NASA)

Superconducting Super Collider
Mapping and sequencing the human genome
Space Station

KEY: DODAJ.S.  Department of Defense; DOE=U.S.  Department of Energy; EIMJ.S.  Department of Education; EPA=U.S. Environmental Protection Agency;
HHS=U.S. Department of Health and Human Services; NASA=National  Aeronautics and Space Administration; NIH-National  Institutes of Health;
NIST=National  Institute of Standards and Technology; NOAA=National  Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; NSF= National Science Foundation;
R&D-research and development; S&T-science  and technology; USDA=dJ.S.  Department of Agriculture.

SOURCE: National Academy of Sciences, Federa/  Scierrce and T~no/ogy  Bu~ef  Priorities: New Perspectives and Procedures (Washington, DC: National
Academy Press, 1988), table 1, p. 7.

Concern for the S&T base closely approximates unexpected shortages of science and engineering
the needs of research. In the words of the NAS personnel, or changing institutional relationships
report: (e.g., the emergence of university-industry research

partnerships). And as if that were not a sufficient
The S&T base is the bedrock of the Nation’s challenge, budget makers and analysts must be

ability to use science and technology in the national attuned to differences among a wide range of fields.
interest and. . . it requires continual replenishment. Some changes affect many disciplines, others only a
Continuity does not imply steady funding of the part of a single discipline.l8

same activities and institutions through the same
programs and agencies year after year. On the Frameworks such as OSTP’s and NAS’s help to
contrary, the enterprise ought to be highly dynamic. demarcate the tradeoffs that could be made and assist
Policymakers must be able to respond flexibly to decisionmakers to understand that priority setting is
scientific breakthroughs that suddenly transform an a dynamic process. Priorities change with goals. As
area of research (e.g., high-temperature supercon- Weinberg put it:
ductility), the invention of a powerful new instru-
ment (e.g., gene-sequencing machine) or concep- . . . we cannot evaluate a universe of scientific
tions of new facilities that would aid research and discourse by criteria that arise solely from within that
training (e.g., supercomputer centers and networks), universe. Rather, we find that to make a value

181bid., p. 5.
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Box 5-B—Criteria for Awarding a Magnet Research Laboratory: NSF, Florida State, and MIT

In August 1990, the National Science Board (NSB) of the National Science Foundation (NSF), decided to
award a $60-million grant to Florida State University to establish a national laboratory for magnet research.
Then-NSF Director Erich Bloch admitted that peer reviewers had found the proposal from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT), home of the Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory, “technically
superlative, ” but cited the greater “enthusiasm” of the Florida investigators, the State of Florida’s pledge to
contribute $58 million, and other factors in funding the Florida proposal.1

The issues involved in the NSF decision are many. At one level, the award is evidence that scientific merit
is not enough to guarantee success in competition for a facility where there can be only one winner.2 NSF cited
as decisive the superior ‘‘management plan” in the Florida proposal. Clearly, the message being sent-part of
Bloch’s larger emphasis on centers and government-industry partnerships to enhance U.S. economic
competitiveness-was the rules of the game are changing: criteria other than technical merit are weighed in
determining qualification to manage and execute a multiyear research program requiring the expertise of
investigators from various institutions. 3

In the magnet laboratory competition, the commitment of MIT was found wanting. According to NSF
Assistant Director David A. Sanchez: “. . . you need support from the institution, you need support from the
State, and we did not see that ., .“ from MIT.4 NSB concurred.

The MIT protest of Florida State’s selection was not limited to NSF’s decision to overrule its reviewers’
recommendations. MIT President Paul Gray appealed on several grounds. First, the delay caused by construction
of the Florida State facility”. . . is hardly compatible with NSF’s interest in the competitive posture of the United
States. Second, some fear that projects with significant State support, so-called leveraging of Federal funding,
will put private universities at a disadvantage. Third, expertise in the Florida State physics department may be
lacking. 5

Consider, too, the symbolism of the decision. As one columnist put it: “So maybe the mandarins from MIT
got caught napping. Maybe. Or maybe not. ” 6 MIT epitomizes the Northeast science establishment.7 The
Southeast is, in a sense, an underutilized region for research. Awards such as the magnet laboratory signify that,
in specific cases, institutional collaborations can make a State or region competitive for Federal research funding.

Such awards build research capability almost from the ground up; they are a capital investment that
diversifies research performers--with short- and long-term consequences for the research community and the
Nation. Decisions such as this one also call for evaluation: what happens to magnet research while the Florida
State facility is being constructed? Will the State of Florida deliver on its pledges? And is there any impact on
the competitiveness of U.S. researchers in fields that use powerful magnets, such as superconductivity and
magnetic-resonance imaging?

Ism  @l& Blwm~ 46stia= Ag~q  ~~ ~~&  Sta@  over  ~ as si~  for $60-Million w~t-s~dy  ~,’ The Chrom”cZe

of Higher E&can-on,  vol. 37, No. 1, Sept. 5, 1990, p. A21.
2~e  a-d of a 5-year, $2S  * eart@u&  project to a eonsortiurn  centered at the State University of New York at Buffalo sent

a similar signal to Cahechand aCaliforniaconsortiurn  in 1987. It also led to a ~ Accounting Ofi3ce  (GAO) investigation of the National
Scienec  Foundation (NSF)  review proecss  that sanctioned the award. While it sustained the fairness of the NSF process, it did question its
doenmentation  procedures.  See U.S. @neral  Accounting Offi~  National Science Founalrtion:  Problems Found in  Decision Process for
Awarding Earthquake Cenrcr,  GAO/RCED-87-146  (Washington DC: June 1987).

3~o~~  Swe  ~ t.  ~ PM  ~ the univeml~  of ~orida  and bs  *OS  National LrdMmtorY  b  New Me*  in  _ * ~-t

laboratory a reality.
4~  B] ~Wk OP. cit., footnote 1, p. A22. National Scimce Foundation reviewers said the Massachusetts Institute of lkchndogy’s

“decriying  plant’ ‘ would require  substantial mod ernir.ation.  ‘I%e institution wiIl submit a proposal for fhrther  support until the Florida State
laboratory begins opemtions  in 1993.

5~1  of - pfi~ fi~~ of ~ N~o~ ~l~c Bored(ep~y~C&kof‘‘work@ ~ientists’  arnong  its members)  W Cikd

by a trio of Princeton physicists in Philip W. An&son  et al., “NSF Magnet Lab,” lcttcz,  The Scienzt”sr,  vol. 4, No. 23, Nov. 26, 1990, p.
14,  The Florida State proposal ineiuded  a pledge from the State ‘‘. . . to add 24 new faculty members and 10 laboratory experts and to provide
20 annual fellowships for visiting scientists from around the world. ”

6Da~d  w-, “WU  ~~~ ~~e a New B~tion  of ~~~ Scieu?” The Washington Post,  sep~  12,  1990,  p. C3.

7~e MNWhmt~  ~ti~te  of ~~olo~  ~mrnm  w~  t o  i~~de  BO,SIOU B~eis,  Hmvfud, Northwt~  d ~

universities,
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Photo credit: National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Researcher studies magnetic liquids. In this example of
little science, the research is supported by the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

judgment, we must view the enterprise from a
broader point of view than is afforded by the
universe itself. . . .And so it is with the rest of
science. The scientific merit of a field must be judged
in large part by the contribution it makes, by the
illumination it affords, and by the cohesion it
produces in the neighboring fields.19

Leaders of the scientific community have subscribed
to the need for something other than ad hoc
policymaking for research funding. OTA next exam-
ines the problems inherent in two categories of this
funding-the science base and science megapro-
jects.

The Science Base
Little science is the backbone of the scientific

enterprise, and a diversity of research programs

abounds. For those who believe that scientific
discoveries are unpredictable, supporting many
creative researchers who contribute to S&T, or the
science base, is prudent science policy. In the words
of one geographer:‘‘The continued survival of our
intellectual free market is important to scientific
progress.’ ’20 Not surprisingly, many investigators
and their teams shudder at the thought of organizing
Federal research funding around a principle other
than scientific merit. They fear that setting priorities
would change the criteria by which research funds
are awarded.21 They would run the risk of losing
what they consider their fair market share. Does
priority setting necessarily curb the search for new
knowledge, or just redirect it?

Consider the research portfolios of the Federal
Government. As shown in figure 5-1, broad field
funding, 1969 to 1990, has favored the life sciences,
almost doubling in constant dollars during that
period. Mathematics/computer, physical, and envi-
ronmental sciences have also increased; engineering
has remained stable in funding; and social sciences
have decreased. In retrospect, should these be
decried as less than rational choices? With a change
in the Federal funding environment, should the
ground rules for allocating resources among broad
fields and performers also change? And what role
can peer review play?

Peer Review and Priority Setting Across
Broad Fields

Peer review is used in a variety of ways within the
Federal agencies. As seen in chapter 4, only a few
agencies, primarily the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and NIH, employ peer review throughout
their priority-setting and funding allocation pro-
cesses. At NSF and NIH, peer review is considered
to be:

effective for communicating expert opinion
about what proposals definitely should arid
should not be funded (and the large gray area in
between) within a narrow band of specializa-
tion corresponding to the scope of an agency
program;

   footnote   

 Robert “Evaluating Scientific Initiatives,” letter, American Scientist, vol. 77, No. 3, May-June 1990, p. 213.
  seem     to do) with tactics (how to do it). Criteria correspond to strategies, while project selection methods (e.g.,

peer review) represent tactics or ways to identify research that helps achieve stated 
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Figure 5-l—Federally Funded Research by Broad
Field: Fiscal Years 1969-90

(in billions of constant 1982 dollars)
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NOTE: Research includes both basic and applied. Fields not included in
this figure collectively accounted for $1.1 billion (4.9 percent) of all
federally funded research in 1990. Figures were converted to
constant 1982 dollars using the GNP Implicit Price Deflator. 1990
figures are estimates.

SOURCES: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research and

In

Development, Detailed Historical Tables: fiscal Years 1955-
1990 (Washington, DC: 1990), table 25; and National Science
Foundation, Selected Data on Federal Funds for Research
and Development: Fiscal Years 1989, 1990 and 1991 (Wash-
ington, DC: December 1990), table 1.

efficient, in terms of the time, money, and
energy involved in the process of deciding how
resources should be allocated; and
accountable, ensuring that the highest stand-
ards of rigor (valid and reliable measurement),
safety (for animals, human subjects, and labo-
ratory personnel), and freedom (e.g., to follow
hunches, train students, and exchange data) in
research are observed.

sum, peer review is expected to be robust and
responsive to changing agency and program needs.

Satisfying all of these criteria simultaneously, how-
ever, is difficult at best (see box 5-C) and, in
practice, a compromise is struck between them.

Federal monies awarded to researchers for some
expressed purpose other than or in addition to
‘‘scienttilc merit’ are seen by many as inferior to
monies for projects selected by peer review pro-
cesses using scientific merit alone. Some are in-
clined to the view that there is something inherently
wrong with such ‘‘political allocations.” The policy
issue is whether peer review can simultaneously
serve to discern scientific merit and help in project-
based priority setting.

Reviewing for “truth,’ as science policy states-
man Harvey Brooks writes, differs from reviewing
for “utility.” Peer scientists are not very helpful
with the latter.22 In Weinberg’s terms, criteria of
scientific merit clash with criteria of social or
technological merit. Peer review as a tactic tends to
break down when confronted with incommensurate
information from competing disciplines, fields, or
projects. As two commentators ask:

Should peer review operate only to evaluate merit
or should it also help establish priorities? Can it or
should it be effective in changing the direction of a
program, in allocating resources among programs
within agencies themselves? These questions are
significant because they challenge the assumption
that peer review is the best possible way to allocate
resources in the best overall interests of both science
and society.23

Recognizing the limits of specialization, agencies
maximize expertise in subject-focused programs.
Specialists are quite well-suited to the task of
making quality distinctions within disciplinary or
problem-centered boundaries. But discriminations
that must cross boundaries, no longer comparing like
with like, are rarely ever accomplished by peer
review, since reviewers in one field are very
reluctant to judge the scientific or technical merits of
information from other fields. There are no rules
inside the scientific enterprise that suggest that one
kind of information is superior to another. The

22Harvey Brooks, “The Problem of Research Priorities,’ Daeakdus,  vol. 107, No. 2, spring 1978, pp. 171-190.
z~c~d C. A-on and William A. Blanpied, “Peer Review and the Public Interes~’ fssues in Science & Technology, vol. 2, s ummer 1985, p.

110.
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Box 5-C—Peer Review in Changing Environments: Remarks at a Roundtable Discussion

In June 1990, the Forum on Research Management (FORM), consisting in equal parts of program
officers from the behavioral science divisions of various Federal agencies and of senior researched and
research managers from academia and the private sector, met to discuss peer review.1 Two dozen FORM
members discussed some of the pros and cons of peer review in an era of fiscal austerity. Their positions
as agency administrators faced with allocation decisions, as lobbyists surveying the funding scene, and as
researchers competing for scarce program dollars give them an acute sensitivity to proposal review and the
environments in which it is carried out. The remarks are as verbatim as the edited transcription allowed.
Each bulleted item represents a different speaker.

There is a connection. . . between tight funding and peer review. As money gets tighter, peer
reviewers become more conservative, less prone to take risks.
What they [peer reviewers] are doing is giving higher and higher ratings, which in effect increases
the noise in the system. So the peer review system is calling more proposals “excellent” and
‘ ‘outstanding,‘‘ and the consequence is that it is very difficult for program managers to make
evaluations. What results is a beauty contest or just chance.
Has the science changed? Has the quality of the proposals changed? I think the answer to both
questions is yes. . . . Peer reviewers used to be tightly knit groups ex amining proposals from people
they knew extremely well—it was a very closed society. Now it is a much more complicated task.
Would it really be valuable to have a peer review system and an amount of money where everything
was funded? I suspect it may lead to very bad science.
There are two things going on in peer review---one is selection, which is important, but the other
is education (of the proposer and reviewer). I think the latter function sometimes gets lost.
Unfortunately, crushing workloads are reducing the educational function of peer review.
When I serve on a [National Institutes of Health] study section, I find it extremely disconcerting and
distracting to be told by program people about what percentage of the applications are likely to be
funded. It distorts my entire approach, as well as that of my colleagues, For instance, if we’re told
only 10 percent are likely to be funded, we start playing with the ratings to ensure certain results.
Study sections are not supposed to be making funding decisions. They are to make scientific
recommendations. There should be recognition that there are two discrete sets of staff used in NIH
peer review. . . . Priority scores do not determine funding. That’s what advisory councils and
institute directors are for.
People are increasingly reluctant to get involved [in peer review]. . . . I wonder if we are losing
certain types of reviewers from the process--not just to get women and minorities on the
panels---with increasing demands on time.

These observations illustrate the challenges posed by competition and resource scarcity. Other
challenges include the consequences of age and prestige on the allocation of Federal funds, the fate of
proposals that cross disciplines and fall between agency programs, and the psychology of collective
decisionmaking. 2 Debate on the burdens absorbed by Federal peer review systems is healthy if it informs
the practices of agencies, investigators, and reviewers.

l~e  Fow on Re~~h  ~~~ent WW  cnt~ in 1982 as a working group of the mmpmfit  ~~e~on  of Be~io~$

Psychological, and Cognitive Sciences. Most of the attendees at the meeting were from the National Science Found@‘~ the National
Institutes of Heal@  and a few professional associations he+umtered  in WashingtQ  DC. The excerpts below are based on a transcript of
the meeling  supplied by David JohnsoQ exezutive  direetor  of the Federation.

Zsome of three have &n ad&~& empfic~y.  S=  the special issue, ‘ ‘Peer Review d I%blic Policy,” Scieme,  TeChMbgy,  &
Hwnun  Va/ue~,  vol. 10, No. 3, summer 1985, pp. 3-86.
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existence of such rules would imply that information
from different fields could be made commensura-
ble.24

Peer review thus cannot help to set priorities
beyond the limits imposed by agency organization.
Whereas priorities and resource allocations for
megaprojects are usually set by a tacit bargaining
and lobbying process, the science base is governed
by another dynamic altogether. As agencies evaluate
their research needs and modify the emphases of
their programs, research performers are intimately
involved. But seldom does a research community

coalesce around a single agenda (for an exception,
see box 5-D).

The Dilemma of Agency Priority Setting

Universities or States can be analyzed as aggre-
gate categories that receive Federal research monies,
and agencies as the source of those sponsored funds.
But the actual funding decisions are made in
different agency programs and the research perfor-
mance occurs in laboratories and departments.25

Decisions are thus made at several levels. Priorities
that originate outside the agencies as “national
goals” do not simply trickle down; they are adapted
to what may be called an agency research portfolio,
which in turn is comprised of various program
portfolios (“funding strategies”). Within these or-
ganizational niches, priorities are set all the time.
Thus, agencies may have the discretion to pursue
certain national needs by applying a different or
reordered set of criteria to the selection of research
performers.

Because disciplines tend to overlap agencies,
priorities in physics, for example, can be set within
an agency, but not readily across agencies. There is
simply no routine mechanism for doing so. Physics
research is distributed across three mission agencies
plus NSF. While high-energy physics is supported
primarily by the Department of Energy (DOE) and
astrophysics by NASA, theoretical physics ‘‘be-
longs” to no single agency.26 This is even more
dramatically apparent in the case of neuroscience.
Congress and the President declared the 1990s the
‘‘Decade of the Brain. ’ ’27 As seen in figure 5-2, the
Federal Government supports neuroscience research
in 6 institutes of NIH; in 3 within the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse, and Mental Health Administration; and in 10
other agencies, with the National Institute of Neuro-
logical Disorders and Stroke and the National
Institute of Mental Health leading the way. Unless a
“lead” agency is recognized by all participants (as
in computer science, see box 5-E) or an OSTP
Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engi-

         rate multiple proposals and make direct comparisons of proposed work  tick   do
not compare their findings with those of panels in other fields, since between-field information is held to be incommensurable. Instead, they judge the
technical merit of a research  the competence of the investigators, and the institutional infrastructure available for executing the proposed design.
As Harvey Brooks points out, who is the best judge of social merit? There are no experta on social  which has to be a collective  involving
several different kinds of expertise as well as generalists’ political judgments. Personal  February 1991.

    Science  “Planning and Priority-Setting in the National Science Foundation,’ a report to the  On
Science, Space, and Technology of the U.S. House of Representatives, Feb. 28, 1990.

 for example, Sebastian  “Condensed Matter Theory’s Fragile letter, Physics  November 1990, pp. 13, 117.
 Pennisi  Diana “ ‘Brain Decade’ Neuroscientist Court  The Scientist, vol. 4, No. 21, Oct. 29, 1990, pp. 1,8.
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Box 5-D—Priority Setting by the Ecological Research Community

In fall 1990, the Ecological Society of America proposed the Sustainable Biosphere Initiative (SBI), a research
initiative that focuses on the necessary role of ecological science in the wise management of Earth’s resources and
the maintenance of Earth’s life support systems. 1 The process of developing the research agenda affirms that a
community can set priorities. 2 The document was intended as a call-to-arms for all ecologists. It was also to serve
as a means of communication with individuals in other disciplines with whom ecologists must join forces. Many
of the environmental problems that challenge human society are fundamentally ecological in nature.

In response to national and international needs, the SBI represents a framework for the acquisition,
dissemination, and utilization of ecological knowledge in support of efforts to ensure the sustainability of the
biosphere. The SBI calls for: 1) basic research for the acquisition of ecological knowledge, 2) communication of
that knowledge to citizens, and 3) incorporation of that knowledge into policy and management decisions.
Research Priorities

The criteria used to evaluate research priorities were: 1) the potential to contribute to fundamental ecological
knowledge, and 2) the potential to respond to major human concerns about the sustainability of the biosphere, Based
on these criteria, the SBI proposes three research priorities:

1. global change, including the ecological causes and consequences of changes in climate; in atmospheric,
soil, and water chemistry (including pollutants); and in land- and water-use patterns;

2. biological diversity, including natural and anthropogenic changes in patterns of genetic, species, and habitat
diversity; ecological determinants and consequences of diversity; the conservation of rare and declining
species; and the effects of global and regional change on biological diversity; and

3. sustainable ecological systems, including the definition and detection of stress in natural and managed
ecological systems; the restoration of damaged systems; the management of sustainable ecological systems;
the role of pests and pathogens; the transmission of disease among humans; and the interface between
ecological processes and human social systems.

Existing national and international initiatives address parts of the first two priorities. Success of these programs
will require increased emphasis on key ecological topics. The SBI proposes three research recommendations:

1. Greater attention should be devoted toexamining the ways that ecological complexity controls global processes.
2. New research efforts should address both the importance of biological diversity in controlling ecological

processes and the role that ecological processes play in shaping patterns of diversity at different scales of
time and space.

3. A major new integrated program of research on the sustainability of ecological systems should be
established. This program would focus on understanding the underlying ecological processes in natural and
human-dominated ecosystems in order to prescribe restoration and management strategies that would
enhance the sustainability of the Earth’s ecological systems.

Implementation

Successful implementation of the SBI will require new interdisciplinary relationships that link ecologists with
the broad scientific community, with mass media and educational organizations, and with policy makers and
resource managers in all sectors of society.

In sum, while the goals and action items of the Sustainable Biosphere Initiative may not seem revolution,

few ecologists would have accepted them even a decade ago. But times have changed and so has the science. The
public is more aware of environmental issues than ever before, and opportunities for ecologists have never been greater. 3

Such statements are rare. 4 When they do appear, they can supply to policymakers an unusual tool for judging
a hierarchy of research emphases and perhaps channeling resources to agencies and programs accordingly.

l~e  fouow~g  is  bawd  On Jane Lubchenco  et d.,  &OIOglCd  SOcie&  of ~eric~ “The Sustainable Biosphere Initiative: An Biological
Research Agenda, ’ dmft document, Oct. 30, 1990.

*or  details on the fragile process by which the Society’s 2,000 members and its leaders reaehed  consensus, see El”~ Pennisi,
‘ ‘Ecology Society Reaches Rare Consensus on Research Agenda, ’ The Scientist, vol. 4, No. 17, Sept. 3, 1990, pp. 3, 9, 20.

3Ibid., p. 3.
4T0  t~e ~ther  exmp]e,  tie  ~$~nomy  ~omm~~,  ~~r~g  ~o~gh  be  Na~o~  ~derny  of Sciences, has issued four d- surveys

of the field. For the lates~ see National Academy of Scienees,  A Decude  of Discovery in  Asrronomy and A~mophysics  (Washingto@ DC: National
Academy Press, 1991); and the statement of the study committee chairmmL John N. Bahcall, ‘‘Prioritizing Scientific Initiatives, ’ Science, vol.
251, Mar. 22, 1991, pp. 1412-1413.
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In fall 1990, the Ecological Society of America proposed the Sustainable Biosphere Initiative (SBI), a research
initiative that focuses on the necessary role of ecological science in the wise management of Earth’s resources and
the maintenance of Earth’s life support systems. 1 The process of developing the research agenda affirms that a
community can set priorities. 2 The document was intended as a call-to-arms for all ecologists. It was also to serve
as a means of communication with individuals in other disciplines with whom ecologists must join forces. Many
of the environmental problems that challenge human society are fundamentally ecological in nature.

In response to national and international needs, the SBI represents a framework for the acquisition,
dissemination, and utilization of ecological knowledge in support of efforts to ensure the sustainability of the
biosphere. The SBI calls for: 1) basic research for the acquisition of ecological knowledge, 2) communication of
that knowledge to citizens, and 3) incorporation of that knowledge into policy and management decisions.
Research Priorities

The criteria used to evaluate research priorities were: 1) the potential to contribute to fundamental ecological
knowledge, and 2) the potential to respond to major human concerns about the sustainability of the biosphere, Based
on these criteria, the SBI proposes three research priorities:

1. global change, including the ecological causes and consequences of changes in climate; in atmospheric,
soil, and water chemistry (including pollutants); and in land- and water-use patterns;

2. biological diversity, including natural and anthropogenic changes in patterns of genetic, species, and habitat
diversity; ecological determinants and consequences of diversity; the conservation of rare and declining
species; and the effects of global and regional change on biological diversity; and

3. sustainable ecological systems, including the definition and detection of stress in natural and managed
ecological systems; the restoration of damaged systems; the management of sustainable ecological systems;
the role of pests and pathogens; the transmission of disease among humans; and the interface between
ecological processes and human social systems.

Existing national and international initiatives address parts of the first two priorities. Success of these programs
will require increased emphasis on key ecological topics. The SBI proposes three research recommendations:

1. Greater attention should be devoted toexamining the ways that ecological complexity controls global processes.
2. New research efforts should address both the importance of biological diversity in controlling ecological

processes and the role that ecological processes play in shaping patterns of diversity at different scales of
time and space.

3. A major new integrated program of research on the sustainability of ecological systems should be
established. This program would focus on understanding the underlying ecological processes in natural and
human-dominated ecosystems in order to prescribe restoration and management strategies that would
enhance the sustainability of the Earth’s ecological systems.

Implementation

Successful implementation of the SBI will require new interdisciplinary relationships that link ecologists with
the broad scientific community, with mass media and educational organizations, and with policy makers and
resource managers in all sectors of society.

In sum, while the goals and action items of the Sustainable Biosphere Initiative may not seem revolution,

few ecologists would have accepted them even a decade ago. But times have changed and so has the science. The
public is more aware of environmental issues than ever before, and opportunities for ecologists have never been greater. 3

Such statements are rare. 4 When they do appear, they can supply to policymakers an unusual tool for judging
a hierarchy of research emphases and perhaps channeling resources to agencies and programs accordingly.

l~e  fouow~g  is  bawd  On Jane Lubchenco  et d.,  &OIOglCd  SOcie&  of ~eric~ “The Sustainable Biosphere Initiative: An Biological
Research Agenda, ’ dmft document, Oct. 30, 1990.

*or  details on the fragile process by which the Society’s 2,000 members and its leaders reaehed  consensus, see El”~ Pennisi,
‘ ‘Ecology Society Reaches Rare Consensus on Research Agenda, ’ The Scientist, vol. 4, No. 17, Sept. 3, 1990, pp. 3, 9, 20.

3Ibid., p. 3.
4T0  t~e ~ther  exmp]e,  tie  ~$~nomy  ~omm~~,  ~~r~g  ~o~gh  be  Na~o~  ~derny  of Sciences, has issued four d- surveys

of the field. For the lates~ see National Academy of Scienees,  A Decude  of Discovery in  Asrronomy and A~mophysics  (Washingto@ DC: National
Academy Press, 1991); and the statement of the study committee chairmmL John N. Bahcall, ‘‘Prioritizing Scientific Initiatives, ’ Science, vol.
251, Mar. 22, 1991, pp. 1412-1413.
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Box 5-E—Federal Investment in Computer Science

Since 1976, the Federal Government has had a stellar record of support for academic computer science.
Funding has grown faster than for any other scientific discipline in the United States, However, support for computer
science basic research has declined. As a consequence, questions are being raised about the amount of Federal
support for computer science and the manner in which it is being distributed. A forthcoming Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM) report on a 3-year study, A Field in Transition: Current Trends and Issues in the
Funding of Academic Computer Science Research, can be viewed as awe example of how the Federal Government
invests in academic science. 1

The Federal Government has been instrumental in the computer’s rise to strategic importance, starting with
the first electronic digital computer, ENIAC, built under Army contract during World War II. The computer might
be called an “enabling technology,” a tool for advancing research across the spectrum of disciplines. But the
Federal agencies’ long-term funding of computer science and engineering research, particularly in the universities,
has been a primary factor in the emergence and maturation of computer science as a distinctive discipline as well.
Today, there is a call for new initiatives in high-performance computing to enhance the Nation’s economic and
scientific capabilities.2

Federal Funding of Computer Research
Between fiscal years 1976 and 1989, Federal obligations for computer science research rose from about $89

million to $487 million. This is equivalent, in 1990 constant dollar terms, to an annual (compound) rate of growth
of 8 percent, or a total gain of 170 percent. About 85 percent of this increase occurred after 1980,

Historically, the Department of Defense (DOD) has provided about two-thirds of the Federal funds for
computer science research, and accounted for over 60 percent of the increase in total funds since fiscal year 1976.3

While the National Science Foundation (NSF) is considered thc second most important agency in computer science,
in funding it has jockeyed for second place with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration ( N A S A )  s i n c e
the 1980s. Except for its work on the ILLIAC IV supercomputer, NASA’s computer science funding was minimal

1See Joel s. Yudken and Barbara Simons, “A report Summary--Final Report of the Project on Funding Policy in Computer Science."
unpublished document Oct. 15,1989, Unless otherwise indicated, the data presentedbelow are drawn from the draft report summary, as updated
by Joel Yudken Rutgers University, personal communication,F e b r u a r y  1 9 9 1 .

%atiorud Reaeamb CoUXKil, Cz.mpater  Science and ‘lbclmoIogy Boar&  The Nm”ond Challenge in Computer Science and Technology
(Wahingtoq  DC: 1988), p. 30,

3JOIUI  R. Il. ClemenL “Computer s~a ~ -..-Support in the W 1988  lkigc~” AAASReport  XII, Research & Development
FY 19S8, AAAS Gxnmittee  on SC- Bn@mmmg and Public Policy, Intemciq working Group (cd.) (wMhin@m DC.: Arlelican
A9sociatioo for the Mv mcemcal of Sciz 1%~, pp. 251-261; sod JohtJ R.B, Clement and Dianne Bdgar, ‘‘Computer Sckme and
Engineering Support in the FY 1989 Bud@’ ’AAA5ReportXJlI,  Research & LkvefoptncntFY 1989, ALMS Committee on SCkxtct, Eogk@ng
and Public Policy, Intersociety Wotking Group (d.) (W-Q DC: Amcricm A3aoeiation  for the Advancerncnt of Science, 1988), pp.
260-271.

success. But the metaphor breaks down here be- direct comparisons of the alternatives facing the
cause, while success in stock market investments
can be gauged by money earned, nothing as tangible
results from research-at least not in the short run.29

A program “purchases” a portfolio of research
projects in a field. The selection of projects for
inclusion in this portfolio has been determined by
their predicted or estimated quality as seen by
contemporary research performers (reviewers) or by
knowledgeable research managers (with or without
the aid of reviewers). Reviewers usually make
judgments about the quality of a project without any

investor. Priority setting forces such comparisons.
Rather than choosing projects on a one-by-one basis
up to the point of resource exhaustion, they could be
recommended with reference to their incremental
value, i.e., as projects that concentrate or divers@
strength in the portfolio. Managers, on the other
hand, compare projects with reference to the objec-
tives of the entire program portfolio.

At least for basic research, researchers, reviewers,
and program managers are supposed to adjust their
activities so quickly that judgments about the quality

29See Harvey Averch, “New Foundations for Science and Technology Policy Analysis, ’ paper presented at the Conference on The Mutual Relevance
of Science Studies and Science Policy, May 12, 1989, p. 7.
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until 1982, when its funding jumped up substantially. NSF supports mostly basic research not tied to missions or
applications in a full range of computer science and engineering subdiscipline, including theory, software systems
and engineering, artificial intelligence and robotics, and advanced computer architecture. The Department of Energy
(DOE) involvement in computers dates back to ENIAC in 1945, which was used for calculations for nuclear bomb
research at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. DOE (and its predecessor agencies, the Atomic Energy
Commission and the Energy Research and Development Administration) has been a major force in the development
of high-performance scientific supercomputers ever since.4

Federal funding for academic computer science research rose dramatically between 1976 and 1989, from over
$27 million to $235 million (current dollars), or 320 percent in real terms. DOD, NSF, NASA, and DOE account
for virtually all Federal funding of academic research in computer science. (The National Institutes of Health and
the National Institute of Standards and Technology both allocate a small number of extramural contracts and grants
to universities and colleges.)

DOD has historically been the largest funder of academic computer science and its role increased substantially
since 1976. DOD’s share of Federal funding for academic computer science rose from 45 percent to 62 percent in
fiscal years 1976 to 1989, accounting for over two-thirds of the total increase in this funding during this period.
Although NSF funding for academic computer science increased from roughly $14 million to $64 million (current)
between fiscal years 1976 and 1989---a real growth of 126 percent—its share of total Federal support for academic
computer science declined from 51 percent to 27 percent.
Policy Initiatives in Computer Science Research

Policy initiatives from the Federal Coordinating Council on Science, Engineering, and Technology (FCCSET)
and the Computer Science and Technology Board of the National Research Council call for substantial funding
increases in high-performance computing. The FCCSET proposal has already led to a multiagency request for a
$149 million funding augmentation (in what is now called the High Performance Computing and Communications
Program), and to new joint Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency-NSF projects.s  The question of balance
and priorities—the shape of the Federal research portfolio for computer science---is likely to persist well into the
1990s. 6

AK~e~  _ ~~rgeting  fhe Computer  (Washington DC: The Brookings  ~tu~~ 1 ~7).  pp.  78-85.
5Natio~  Science  Foundation Committee on phySk&  ~timti~,  ~ ~“ %iences,  Grand Chalknges:  High Performance

Computing and Communications (WasMngtOq  DC:  Fehuq  lW1);  Executive Office  of the Prcsiti  Office of Sciemx  and Technology Policy,
“A Rmearch  and Development Strategy for High Performan ce Computing,’ unpublished documen~  Nov. 20, 1987; and National Scitmee
FoundatiorL ‘‘Crosswalk of NSF Research Related to  tbe Department of Co mmerce  Emerging ‘Ikdnologies  List and the Department of Defense
Critical ‘Ikdmologies  List+’ in ‘ ‘Background Material for Ixmg-Range  Planning: 1992- 1996,’ prepared for a meeting of the National ScicQCe
Board, June 14-15, 1990, pp. E-1 to E-6.

6For  a ‘‘cm  to action’ to eomputin.g  researehem,  see lkrfY M. W*er, ‘‘Influencing Federal Support for Computing Research+”
Cmnpm”ng  Research News, vol. 2, July 1990, pp. 1, 10-11.

of any isolated single project remain congruent with The burden for priorities, then, rests not with
developments at the frontiers of knowledge. In
practice, the agency investor has no way of knowing
whether this ‘‘invisible hand’ is efficient, rapid, and
has good discriminating power. So portfolio evalua-
tions could be used to set relative investment
priorities since they provide a check on performance
at a useful level of budgetary aggregation. But this
would require some modification of the criteria for
project selection. Reviewers would no longer be
ranking proposals by scientific merit alone, but with
respect to standards about which they as experts
have no special competence, i.e., issues of social
merit.

those who give advice, but with those who receive
and sort it along with other program arid agency
objectives. To take an example, for the period 1987
to 1991 at NSF, the increase in appropriations for
‘ ‘research and related activities’ directorates
(R&RA) was 39 percent to $1.95 billion (in current
dollars). This compares to a 153-percent increase in
‘‘science and engineering education” to $251 mil-
lion and a 49-percent increase for the U.S. Antarctic
Program to $175 million. Looked at thematically, 80
percent of the requested fiscal year 1991 NSF budget
was for research and facilities, and 20 percent for
education and human resources (a virtual doubling
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Table 5-5—lnhouse Evaluation for the NSF Strategic Plan: Research Advances and Opportunities
Lost or Postponed, Research and Related Directorates, Fiscal Years 1987-90

Percent change
in funding Opportunities

Directorate (current dollars) Research advances lost/postponed

All Research and 39.0% ●

Related
Directorates

●

●

●

Biological,
Behavioral,
and Social
Sciences

Computer and
Information
Science and
Engineering

Engineering

Geosciences

Mathematical
and Physical
Sciences

26.3

65.5

39.5

34.8

34.1

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Scientific, Tech- 69.0 ●

nological, and ●

International
Affairs ●

Research initiatives to enhance economic ●

competitiveness in biotechnology, global change, manu-
facturing, materials, supercomputing/networking,
superconductivity.
10 new ERCs, 11 new STCs. ●

Programs on women/minorities/disabled and undergradu-
ate research and teaching expanded. ●

Number of proposals up 11.2 percent; number of awards
up 4.6 percent.
5 new centers (3 in biotechnology, 1 in plant science- ●

cooperatively with DOE and USDA, and 1 in geography).
Other initiatives in neurobiology, human dimensions in .
global environment change.
Equipment and instrumentation increases.

NSFNET expansion. ●

New joint initiative with DARPA in parallel processing. ●

4 supercomputer centers renewed.
Infrastructure activities in minority institutions. ●

●

7 group research grants for Strategic Manufacturing ●

Initiative.
Newnitiatives in optical communications, nondestructive .
evaluation, and management of technology.
Research on Loma Prieta Earthquake. ●

Initiated active Systems Service. ●

●

Major research equipment subactivity for large research .
equipment construction projects. ●

Augmented support for new investigators.
●

Growth of EPSCoR. ●

Implementation of Scientific and Technical Personnel 
Data System.
6 Minority Research Centers of Excellence initiated.

Decline of 6.1 percent in proposal
success rates and in average
annualized award amounts in
5 of 6 directorates (1987-89).
3 ERCs and 5 materials research
labs terminated.
Other STCs deferred.

Pursued all proposed, but at
reduced levels.
3-percent decline in proposal
success rates.

27-percent decline in success rates.
Fewer grants to groups than
planned.
Software engineering initiative
delayed.
1 supercomputer center phased out.

Number of proposals and awards
down slightly.
Materials synthesis and processing
initiative (with MPS) delayed.

Success rates down 3.2 percent.
Canceled some atmospheric
science filed programs.
New initiative in mesoscale
meteorology deferred.

Success rates down 13.9 percent.
Illinois Macrotron construction
canceled.
Material synthesis and processing
initiative postponed.

Success rate down 9.2 percent.
Undergraduate Education Data
System in SRS delayed.

KEY: DARPA=Defense  Advanced Research Projects Agency; DOE=U.S.  Department of Energy; EPSCoR=Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive
Research; ERC=Engineering  Research Centers; MPS=Mathematical  and Physical Sciences; NSFNET=National  Science Foundation electronic
network; SRS=Science  Resources Studies; STC=Science and Technology Centers; USDA=U.S.  Department of Agriculture.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, “Background Material for Long-Range Planning: 1992 -1996,” NSB 90-81, prepared for a meeting of the National
Science Board, June 14-15, 1990, pp. C-3 to C-17.

from its share in fiscal year 1987). This reflects the opportunities seen as lost or postponed. This inhouse
congressionally mandated priority of science educa- evaluation was provided to the National Science
tion at NSF.30

Board to assist in its long-term planning. It could
also serve as a tool for organization and reorganiza-

Table 5-5 highlights research advances in its tion (see box 5-F), and as a priority scorecard for the
R&RA directorates since 1987, as well as research mostly little science that NSF supports.31

~~ese percentages and amOWWS are based on requests in the fiscal year 1991 budget. Still, they approximate how the research tiectorates have f~d
relative to other activities at the Natioml Science Foundation. See National Science Foundation “Background Material for Long-Range Planning:
1992-1996,” NSB 90-81, prepared for a meeting of the National Science Board, June 14-15, 1990, p. C-3.

ql~e  An~CtiC ROW-  is tie cMef exceptiom  though the National Science Foundation also fimds research and development centers such as tie
National Center for Atmospheric Research, the Kitt Peak and Green Bank telescopes, and five National Supercomputer Centers.
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Box 5-F—Behavioral and Social Sciences: Organization and Federal Funding

In the concluding chapter of a National Research Council (NRC) committee report on achievements and
opportunities in the behavioral and social sciences, titled “Raising the Scientific Yield, ” a prescription is offered
for”. . . new investments and modifications in research infrastructures that are needed for further progress. "1 The
program of prescribed investments total $240 million annually in 1987, a year in which Federal expenditures on
behavioral and social sciences research reached the $780 million mark.2 The research frontiers singled out by the
NRC committee for investment include “. ., new inquiries into the connections among behavior, mind, and
brain, . . .“ “. . . research on the mechanisms of choice and allocation, . . .’ “. . . comparative and historical
(including prehistorical) study of the institutional and cultural origins of entire societies,. . .“ and methodological
advances in “. . . data collection, representation, and analysis. ”3 But is the level of Federal investment in a broad
field of science indicative of its potential contributions?

The behavioral and social sciences tend to get less visibility than other sciences at the Federal agencies,
especially the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
(ADAMHA ) of the Department of Health and Human Services, which are the primary providers of basic research
funding. This dilemma was addressed at a Senate hearing in 1989 by the economist-psychologist and Nobel laureate
Herbert Simon.

It is misleading to talk about “hard” and “soft” sciences. In the physical sciences, classical mechanics is hard,
but meteorology (e.g., the greenhouse effect) and the theory of high-temperature superconductivity or low-

temperature fusion can be (as recent news stories tell us) exceedingly soft. Similarly, in the social sciences, knowledge

about the operation of competitive markets or the capacity of human short-term memory is quite hard; but knowledge
about how businessmen and consumers form expectations about the future, or about motivations surrounding drug
usage can be quite soft. 4

To study scientifically what makes us human is as daunting a task as to discover the fundamental forces of the
universe or to understand how normal cells become factories of disease. 5 The problem is the priority of funding
social research, and opinions may differ on how to institutionalize a Federal commitment to behavioral and social
science research.

An Organizational Solution?

In August 1990, Reps. Walgren and Brown introduced H.R. 5543, The Behavioral and Social Science
Directorate Act of 1990. This was proposed because, according to Walgren: “NSF’s enthusiasm for the behavioral
and social sciences is at best lukewarm . . . and the cause is largely structural. Since its creation, this Biological,
Behavioral, and Social Science [BBS] Directorate has been headed by a biologist.” Brown added that: “NSF as
a whole has enjoyed a relatively large increase in funding over the past decade. . . . However, rather than sharing
in the Foundation’s good fortune, these areas of science have been languishing. ” 6 The current BBS budget totals
$293 million, including $48 million for ‘behavioral and neural sciences’ and $33 million for ‘social and economic
sciences.

While the concept of a separate directorate has been around for at least a decade--the time of Reagan-era
cuts-at the 1990 National Behavioral Science Summit,  held under the auspices of the American Psychological
Society, 65 psychological

lM  R. Gerstein  et al.
Academy Press, 1988), p. 239.

%id.,  p. 249.
31bid.,  pp.  239-244.

and behavioral science org  “anizations endorsed the idea as a solution to needed visibility

(eds.), The Beh”orai  ond Sm”al Sciences: Achiev e??unts and Opportum”ties  (WaahingtorL  DC: Nationat

4Hcr~  SimO~  testimony, in  U.S. COWSS,  Senate cm ttee en commerce, Science, and Transportation, Sukommi ttee on Science,
Twhnology,  and Space, National Science and  Technology Po/icy, Sept. 28-29, 1989,  10lst  Cong.  (WaShingtO~ DC: U.S. Gove mrnemt  Print@
Office, 1989), pp. 264269.

5WS  wa8 fomy  RCOgDMM  when  the  organic  act of the National Science Foundation was arnendcd  in 1%8, placing witi  its leg~
mandate. . . a formal responsibility to look after the health of basic research in the social and behavioral seiencas.  ” See Roberta Balstad Miller,
National Science Foundatio~  4 ‘The Contribution of Social Researc&’  John Madge  Memoriat Lecture, Imndon School of Economics, NOX  embez
1986, quote from p. 6.

6“Be~vio~  Directorate for NSF Proposed iII Congress, ” APS Observer, vol. 3, September 1990, p. 7.
7<  ~Socl~, B&vior~  Sciences Seek IJpgrade  at NSF, ’ .$clence &  Gove rnment  Report, vol. 20, No. 15, Oct. 1, 1990, p. 6.

Continued  on next page
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Box 5-F—Behavioral and Social Sciences: Organization and Federal Funding-Continued

and bigger budgets.g NSF appointed a task force on ‘‘Imdcing to the Twenty-First Century” to study the idea and
". . . keep several thoughts in mind: 1) BBS must have the flexibility to meet new mandates; 2) BBS must meet

the infrastructure needs of its disciplines; and 3) the zero-sum budget situation makes funding reallocations
difficult. ’

In December 1990, the task force voted its intention to recommend establishing a separate NSF directorate for
social and behavioral sciences. It would be called Social, Economic, and Psychological Sciences (SEPS).10

Foremost among the issues the task force must consider are how the boundaries for the behavioral sciences would
be drawn, and how interdisciplinary research would be affected Recommended for inclusion in SEPS are
economics, geography, law, linguistics, political science, psychology, and sociology. The interdisciplinary fields
of cognitive science and of decision, risk, and management sciences would also be included. Most of neuroscience
would stay in the biological directorate. Unresolved are the place of anthropology and some of the programs

tion, robotics, and intelligent systems (now housed in the Computer and Informationsupporting research on informa
Science and Engineering Directorate) .11 In lieu of immediately developing a divisional or programma tic structure
for SEPS, a new group (including NSF program officers) may be asked to take up the issue.

Whether a separate directorate could aid the management and funding of social and behavioral science research
at NSF, and how the agency could assess the effectiveness or productivity of such a new directorate, remains to be
seen. Implementation of whatever is finally approved would not occur until fiscal year 1993. It is clear that advocates
in the vast majority of behavioral and social science fields (led by psychology) are convinced that ‘‘. . . only by
elevating representation of our scientific disciplines will we successfully compete and increase our funding
capabilities and our potential contributions to science. 12

g~e  question of po~ti~ vulnerability that accompanies a mnsolidation  of interesta in a single structure is the flip side of political gain.
For example, conccm  for (he  envkonmenti  scienms  lMS  led to a call for COngreSS  to  create  a new agency, the National Institnt@ for the
Environment (N’KE), modeled on the Nationai  In..stitutm  of Heal@  to stop the erosion of research and tndning programs relatd  to environmental
biology, economics, and policy. Congress has asked the National Academy of sciences to study the concept of an NIB.  See Herxy  F. Howe and
Stephen P,  HubbeLt,  ‘‘Progress Report on Proposed National Institutes for the Environmc n~”  Bioscience, vol. 40, No. 8, September 1990, p.
567; and William Boo@  “Does  Earth Need  a Governmen t LostitutE?”  The Washington Post, Dec. 10, 1990, p. A13.

9’lBBS  Tti  Force  Meets: se~te  Directorate IS5ue  on the ‘kble,” COSSA  Washington Update, Sept. 21, 1990, p.  1.
I% m ~W~  of tie  task force  is  forthcoming. See ‘‘NSF Task Force to Recmnmmd  New DhW@XW e for Social and Behavioral

Sciences,” COSSA  Washington Update, Dec. 7, 1990, pp. 1-2; and  “NSF Task Force Discusses Upcoming Repofi,  * to Support SEPS
Directorate,” COSSA  Washington Upaizte,  Jan. 28, 1991, pp. 1-2.

1 l-WIOH  oppo~  ~ creation of a new dinxtorate,  bUt & Amerim  ~tiPolO$jm  ~~~tion  k announced that: “were
the proposed reurg anization  to  occur, [anthropology] would elect to be housed . . . ‘‘ in it. See ‘“Anthropolo@ats Opt for SEPS  Directorat~’
COSSA Wmhington  Update, Feb. 10, 1991, p. 2, Applied statistics, “. . measurement and methodological research  as well as infmnuctwe
issues . . .’ are favored by the task forw  to join the Soci~  Economic and Psychological Sciences as well.  See ‘‘NSF Taak Force Di~
Upcoming Repoti  ” op. cit., footnote 10, pp. 1-2.

l@uo~ from tie  ~~m pv~olog~  q~tion  ~  ‘ ‘NSF TM  Fo~  to  Recommd  New D~tomte  for SOCiA  d Behavicnal

Sciences, ” op. cit., footnote 10, p. 1. Also see Alan G. Krau~ ‘‘Statement of the American Psyctwlogical  Society to the National Sci~e
Foundation’s BBS ‘lh.sk  Force on I.xMking  to the 21st Century,’ unpublished documen t, NOV. 29, 1990.

The science base, especially at NSF and NIH, Science Megaprojects
carries not only the traditional responsibility for
funding scientifically meritorious research, but also
for satisfying the expectations that the political
system associates with the support of research.
These expectations, together with budget con-
straints, create tougher and tougher choices. The
agencies cope admirably with this complex task. In
the next section, OTA examin es another category of
research funding: science megaprojects.

The Federal Government has a long history of
supporting projects such as the building and opera-
tion of dams, bridges, and transportation systems.
These projects are large-scale, complex, costly, and
long-term undertakings. In addition to performing
their primary function, these programs also provide
jobs and local public works, and have long-term
economic value. Thus, they are often called “mega-
projects. ’
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As the body of scientific knowledge grows more
sophisticated and costly, research instrumentation
and infrastructure are required in some fields .32 As
projects expand, they become valuable econom-
ically and politically. For example, the Hubble
Space Telescope, launched in April 1990, cost over
$2 billion, although the original estimate was as low
as $300 million.

By the time the real costs were known, it was too
far along to stop. As a practical matter, Congress
refused to write off as wasted the hundreds of
millions it already had sunk into the project.
Politically, the device had taken on a pork-barrel life
of its own, sending government money to nearly half
the 50 States and employing thousands.33

Although economic activity may be a second- or
third-order consideration among- the initial criteria
of project selection, the distribution of Federal
monies, as an interim payoff on a long-term invest-
ment, can be substantial. For instance, the three
megaprojects shown in figure 5-3, the Hubble Space
Telescope, the Space Station, and the SSC, enjoy
widespread economic and social merits, regardless
of their scientific merit.

Among the megaprojects recently listed by The
Chronicle of Higher Education are the SSC, the
Space Station, the Moon-Mars mission, the hyper-
sonic aircraft, the Earth Observing System, the
Strategic Defense Initiative, and the Human
Genome Project (HGP). The original estimates for
these seven projects alone totaled $528 billion. A
September 1990 cost estimate for the same projects
was about $580 billion,34 or $65 billion annually.35

What Constitutes a Science Megaproject?

Megaprojects are large, lumpy, and uncertain in
outcomes and cost.‘‘Lumpy’ refers to the discrete
nature of a project. Unlike little science projects,
there can be no information output from a megaproj-
ect until some large-scale investment has occurred.36

OTA also would define a science megaproject as
requiring very large expenditures (especially when

   that  further and further we get from direct sense  the more costly and complex research  we 
for progress. See Nicholas  Scientific Progress: A Philosophical  on the Economics of Research in Natural Science  PA:
University of Pittsburgh Press, 1978). The section below is based on  op. cit.,  28.

      Big Science Is Ready for Blastoff,”Congressional Quarterly, vol. 48, Apr. 28, 1990, p. 1254. Also see Kim A.
 “Researchers Increasingly Worried About the Unreliability of Big Science Projects,”The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 36, No. 48,

Aug. 15, 1990, pp. Al, A8-A9.
   Science     Important Milestones in Face of Federal Budget    Criticism, ”

The Chronicle of Higher Education,  37, No. 2, Sept. 12,  p. A28, reports original and current cost estimates submitted to Congress just for
the R&D investments required for the seven projects (most not adjusted for inflation). High-technology R&D project cost  are notoriously (but
unsurprisingly) low. For example, a number of RANDCorp. studies show the underestimation in the actual costs to develop high-tech military aircraft.
See  Morns and   The Anatomy of Major Projects: A Study of the Reality of Project Management (New  NY: John Wiley&
sons, 1987).

 “Big       The New York Times,  27, 1990,    June    
     build one-half of a dam, one-half of a ship, or one-half of an airplane  get   ce. These technologies are,

of course, well enough in hand that one can estimate or predict the results from investing in them. There is a very extensive literature on appraisal and
management of capital projects such as dams, airports, ports, and also a sizable literature on estimating the worth of private  capital investments
in factories and equipment. Among the literature on managing large complex technological systems, literally nothing is written on selecting them. But
see Harvey  The Polaris System Development: Bureaucratic Success in Government (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1972).
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compared with other investments in the same or
similar fields) to create knowledge that is unattaina-
ble by any other means.

Perhaps equally important in the definition of
science megaprojects, however, are the political
components. Each project is unique in its develop-
ment, especially in its progress through the budget
processes at the research agencies. Also, science
megaprojects are supported by large political con-
stituencies extending beyond the scientific commun-
ity. In short, there are few rules for selecting and
funding science megaprojects; the process is largely
ad hoc. To illustrate, OTA presents two widely
acknowledged examples of big science projects—
the SSC and the HGP.

The Superconducting Super Collider

The SSC, when built, will accelerate two counter-
circulating beams of protons at energy level 20 TeV
to “create’ rarely seen elementary particles when
these beams collide. Expected to cost at least $8
billion to construct, the SSC represents one of the
world’s largest scientific instruments.37 Amidst
contentious debate in Congress, the SSC won
funding approval to begin construction in June 1989.
DOE decided to build the 54-mile-in-circumference
accelerator south of Dallas, Texas; it is expected to
begin operation in 1999.38 Director Emeritus of
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Leon Le-
derman, has said in House testimony that “. . . in-
stead of trying to kill off a big target like the
SSC . . . the collider should be seen as the ‘flagship’
for big increases for science [funding].”39

The SSC clearly meets the specific criteria
outlined by OTA for a big science project (high cost
and unique outcomes). It also satisfies the political
criteria. First, the SSC has important scientific goals
that can be obtained in no other way. Second, the
high-energy physics community has marshaled
support of the SSC from DOE, which administers
the project, and the State of Texas, where it will be
built. Finally, the SSC originated in DOE discus-
sions with the high-energy physics community, and
was preferred by the Department’s High Energy
Physics Advisory Panel to the equivalent amount
invested in smaller, less costly high-energy phys-
ics 40 As with many big science projects, however,.
it is also true that, without the prospect for such an
accelerator, the equivalent amount would most
likely not be available to physicists-or indeed to
scientists in other fields-at all.

The Human Genome Project

The HGP, estimated to cost $3 billion to com-
plete, is expected to yield a high-quality genetic map
of the human genome. The HGP is ‘‘big’ biology in
lifetime costs and mode of organization (e.g.,
scientists clustered in ‘‘mapping’ centers) relative
to the rest of biomedicine.41 An annual $200” million
appropriation would represent 5 percent of NIH’s
funding for untargeted research.42 Its fiscal year
1991 appropriation is $135 million. HGP organizers
stress that funding for the project since its inception
has been “new” money. Funds from other budget
categories at NIH have not shifted to the HGP, i.e.,
none have decreased since the inception of the
project.43

37s=  David p. H~ltOu ~~~~ ssc ~~~ on a Life of Its ~’ Science, vol. 249, Aug.  17,  19$XJ,  pp. 731-732;  ad Wcia  Barinaga, “The SSC
Gets Its (Official) Price Tag: $8.3 Billion,” Science, vol. 251, Feb. 15, 1991, pp. 741-742.

38sW us. D~~ent of EnmW, ~~~. of tie ~~tor G.ener~ spe~”az Repo~ on r~e ~epa~~n~  @Energy’~  supercorl&cting  supf?r  ~Ozzder
Program, DOE/IG-0291  (Germantown, MD: Nov. 16, 1990).

XQuotd  in Colleen Cordes, ‘‘Calls for Setting Science-Spending Priorities Are Renewed as Supercollider Gets Go-Ahead, NSF Faces Pinch’ The
Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 35, No. 46, July 26, 1989, p. A23. Notice the tradeoff language in the headline.

%spring  1990, the Department of Energy’s High Energy Physics Advisory Panel mnkedresearch goals for the 1990s: building the Superconducting
Super Collider (SSC) was fm4  upgrading Fermilab’s proton-proton ‘Ikvatron collider was second, and supporting university-based investigators
received honorable mention. See “Physics Panel Sets Priorities for 1990s,” Science, vol. 248, May 11, 1990, p. 681. This also emerged from OTA staff
interviews at the Department of Energy, spring Im. In a January 191  news release, the Council of the American Physical Society, for the first time
in its 93-year history, “. . . overwhelmingly adopted a public position on fimding priorities. Top priority is given to support of individual investigators
and ‘broadly based physics research. ’ “ The statement also endorses ccmstructionof  the SSC in a”. . . timely fashiom but the funding required to achieve
this goal must not beat the expense of the broadly based scientific research program of the United States. ” See American Physical Society, “First APS
Council Statement on Funding Priorities,” news release, Jan. 28, 1991.

41 Tom Shoop, “Biology’s Moon Shot,” Government Executive, February 1991, pp. 10-11, 13, 16-17.
Q% fiscal year 1990, the Htumm Genome Project is budgeted for $90 million at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and $46 million at the

Department of Energy. The NIH amount represents 1 percent of its total budget. See Leslie Roberts, ‘‘A Meeting of the Minds on the Genome project?’
Science, vol. 250, Nov. 9, 1990, pp. 756-757.

43s~  Borrn~  “Human Genome Project Moving on Many Fronts,’ Chemical & Engineering News, vol. 68, No. 50, Dec. 10, 1990, pp. 6-7.
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Critics of the HGP contend that it flaunts tradition
in the administration and performance of biomedical
research. They are also ‘‘. . . not convinced that a
crash program for analyzing the structure of
genomes will advance either health or the life
sciences for many years to come. ’ ‘44 Proponents of
the project stress its development of automated
technologies for molecular biology, including map-
ping and sequencing, and of new computational
approaches that apply computer science to biology.
Thus, “. . . a new type of interdisciplinary biologist
who understands technology as well as biology . . .“
is being trained. Besides, in the words of molecular
biologist Leroy Hood:

The HGP primarily funds single investigator-
sponsored research. It is not big science. Rather, by
making the human chromosomal map and sequence
available to small laboratories, it allows them to
compete with large laboratories. Hence, the HGP is
the guarantor of small science.45

The HGP was originally billed as a project that
would contribute to the cures for all disease.% As
legislators skeptically claimed that they had heard
this “promise” from life science projects before,
proponents of the project began to promote the HGP
on its other potential strengths, including contribu-
tions to economic competitiveness. For instance,
Hood stated that HGP “. . . will in turn spawn new
industrial opportunities. . . . The HGP will prime the
American economic pump.’ ’47

At issue in the designation of this science project
as ‘‘big’ is more than cost and organization, but the
timing of the research investment and its impact on
both the culture and justification for biomedical

research. The 1 percent of NIH’s budget is a small
investment, but it represents the reordering of
criteria and the disruption of research-m-usual.

The Process of Megaproject Selection

From a national perspective, megaprojects are
very large projects that stand alone in the Federal
budget and cannot be subject to priority setting
within a single agency. Nor can megaprojects be
readily compared. The SSC and HGP are not big
science in the same sense. One involves construction
of a large instrument, while the other is a collection
of small projects. There also exists virtually no
scholarly literature to guide the selection of mega-
projects designed to promote the state of the art of
scientific fields.48 At issue with many megaprojects
is their contribution to science. For instance, the
Space Station has little justification on scientific
grounds, 49 especially when compared with the SSC

or the Earth Observing System, which have explicit
scientific rationales. At present, the Space Station
does have considerable momentum as an economic
and social project.50 However, many question the
uniqueness of these benefits because other projects,
such as the Earth Observing System, could certainly
provide many jobs as well. Because the problem of
selecting among science megaprojects has most in
common with the selection of complex capital
projects, timeliness (why do it now rather than
later?) and scientific and social merit must all be
considered.

The tradeoffs among these criteria are complex,
even when restricted to considerations solely within

44Bemard  D. Davis, ‘‘HumaIIGenome Project: Is ‘Big Science’ Bad for Biology?-Yes: It Bureaucratizes, Politicizes Research’ The Sciet~tist, vol.
4, No. 22, NOV. 12, 1990, p. 15.

ds~roy  E. Hood, “H~ Genome Project: Is ‘Big Science’ Bad for Biology?-No: And Anyway, the HGP Isn’t ‘Big Science, ’ “ The Scientist,
vol. 4, No. 22, NOV. 12, 1990,  p. 15. For an elaboratio~  see Walter Gilbe~ ‘‘Towards A Paradigm Shift in Biology, ” Nature, vol. 349, Jan. 10, 1991,
p. 99.

46 See U.S. Conmss,  Offlce  of Tec~oloW  Ass~smen~  Mapping Our Genes: Gen~~ P~~jec?~~w Big, HOWI Fast? OW-BA-373 (WaS~O~
DC: U.S. Government printing OffIce,  April 1988).

QTHood, op. cit., footnote 45, p. 13.
4S’rhe jo~ Tech~ozogy in socie~  devoted  one full issue  in 1988 and another in 1990 to the pohticd ~d social  co~wences  of ~ge t~~olo~~

projects, but no author discussed algorithms for selecting them. Also see William C. Boesrnq “Historical Perspective on LargeU.S. Science Facilities,”
CRSReview, February 1988, pp. 8-10; and Peter Monaghaq “Historians Seek More Detailed Study of Big Science Projects to Inform Debate Among
Researchers and Policy Makers,’ The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37, No. 14, Dec. 5, 1990, pp. A5, A8.

d~or ~ ewly sbtaent of ~s view, see us. Con=ss, Offlce  of ~~olo= ~sament, Civilian Space stations and the U.S. Future in Space
(Springfield, VA: National lkchnical Information Service, November 1984).

mq’his momen~ may be slowed by the latest statement of ‘‘no confidence ‘‘ in the scientilc content of Space Station Freedom in a forthcoming
National Academy of Sciences report. See David P. liarnilto~ “Space Station Shrinkage TO Affect Scientific MissioL” Science, vol.251, Mar. 8, 1991,
p. 1167; and Eliot Marshall, ‘‘Two Thumbs Down for Space Station,”Science, vol. 251, ?v?ar.  22, 1991, p. 1421.
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Photo credit: National Aeronautics and Space Administration

In the early stages of megaproject development, it is often difficult to obtain firm estimates of cost because plans can change
radically. In 1982, the Earth Observing System (EOS) was conceived as a large space antenna system, as in the artist’s rendering
on the left. By 1990, the conception of EOS had changed to include “’platforms” in space and other features, as shown on the right.

the scientific community. One observer puts the initiative that could supplant older, S&T base
dilemma of weighing social and scientific merit this programs, and would be added to agency budgets if
way: the megaproject did not exist.52

Scientific progress depends heavily on scientific
capital; scientific capital is built up by investments
in training, equipment, pilot research, and the
accumulation of expertise over extended periods. A
single very large project may have great scientific
and social benefits, but if it can be done only by
shutting down existing lines of research in other
areas, the opportunity losses-the loss of the bene-
fits these lines of research would have produced, plus
the cost of duplicating in the future the capital
investments in them-can outweigh the gains from
the larger project. It is very difficult to estimate the
losses from opportunities foregone; however, we do
know that a small proportion of studies trigger the
kind of dramatic breakthroughs that transform life in
ways the original researchers themselves rarely
envision.51

On a national scale, criteria and tradeoffs are even
more difficult to quantify, since completely separate
fields are represented. The social and scientific
benefits that will derive from investing in one are
incommensurable with those that would be derived
from investing in some other.53 So weighing the
scientific, technological, and development benefits
that will result from the projects will not suffice;
economic and labor benefits must also be consid-
ered. Other criteria might also include education and
training benefits, and the impact of the project on the
research community measured in per-investigator
costs. For instance, if one project will benefit only a
few researchers, while a second of similar cost will
benefit a larger number of researchers, then perhaps
the second should be favored.

One might also expect preference for megaproj-
In addition, funds are still obligated to agencies. So ects that can be cost-shared internationally over
assurances notwithstanding, the research commu-those that cannot be. This conceives of megaproject
nity perceives megaprojects as new money for anoutput as a contribution to world science, i.e., as

   “Evaluating  Initiatives, ” letter, Amen”can Scientist, vol. 77, No. 3, May-June 1990, pp. 211-212. The opportunities
presented by  should be compared with the foregone  of little science at the  not on average.

       funding relative to the rest of the National Institutes of Health budget. For    
  Much for AIDS  The Washington  Oct. 2, 1990, p. A19.
 for example, J. E.  et “Allocating Resources Among AIDS Research Strategies,’Policy Sciences, vol. 23, No. 1, February 1990, pp.

1-23. The authors asked 17  known AIDS experts to estimate the marginal or incremental value of additional funds for  AIDS research
investments in terms of some  social outcomes. The information that would be gained from these different investments is incommensurable,
but their expected contribution to the  social outcome allows them to be ordered. The  problem, however, is more like judging
research investments in AIDS v. heart disease v. cancer.
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Table 5-6-A Comparison of Science Megaprojects (in billions of dollars)

Original Most Spent
cost recent so far Timeframe

Project estimate estimate (since) (years)

Hubble Telescope . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.29-0.34 > $2 —a
(1973) (1978)

Space Station . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $37 16
(1983) (1985)

Superconducting
Super Collider. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.6 0.35-0.43 11

(1987) (1988)
Human Genome . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 0.16 15

(1988) (1988)
aProject  completed
NOTE: Original cost estimates do not include inflation, while the recent estimates and the amount spent so far include

inflation. Hubble expenditures include development ($1.5 billion) and operating costs ($0.5 billion), from fiscal
years 1978-1991. Ail cost estimates are rounded.

SOURCES: Based on “The Outlook in Congress for 7 Major Big Science Projects,” T% Chroniole  otl+gherfducafion,
vol. 37, No. 2, Sept. 12, 1990, p. A28; Genevieve J. Knezo, “Science Megaprojects:  Status and Funding,
February 1991 ,“ CRS Report for Congress, 91-258 SPR (Washington, DC: Congressional Reseatch
Service, Mar. 12, 1991); Phil Kuntz,  “Pie in the Sky: Big science Is Ready for Blastoff,” Congressional
Quarterly Weekly Report, vol. 48, Apr. 28, 1990, pp. 1254-1260; and National Aeronautics and Spaca
Administration, Office of Resources Analysis, Office of the Comptroller, personal communication, Mamh
1991.

information appropriable by all who want it and can
benefit. The SSC would not be defined as a
competitor of CERN (the European Organization for
Nuclear Research in Geneva, Switzerland) in some
private particle race pursued by U.S. high-energy
physicists; there would also be no national objective
to keep the American rate of discovery above that of
European or Japanese physicists.54 While the pre-
vailing claim is that ‘‘priority races’ are necessary
to make progress in science, cost- and information-
sharing are consistent with a view of research as an
appropriable, world public good.55

While scientific and social merit are abstract, they
provide a framework to evaluate the merits of
proposed big science projects. More concrete con-
cerns include the range of megaproject costs and
their management.

Megaproject Costs and Management

The Federal Government buys big science initia-
tives, and the initial investment may represent a
point of no return. Once the “go, no-go” decision

has been made at the national level, the commitment
is expected to be honored, no matter how much the
cost estimates or timetables for completion change.
However, criteria for consideration in the funding of
a science megaproject could conceivably include:
startup and operating costs, and likely changes in the
overall cost of the project from initial estimate to
completion. Table 5-6 presents a comparison of four
projects, which shows that the cost estimates for
some big science projects double before they are
even begun.

Table 5-7 presents the budget authority for four
projects in fiscal years 1990 and 1991. The percent-
age increases requested are considerably larger than
the average annual increase in total budgets pro-
posed for the cognizant research agencies. The costs
incurred in future years by most megaprojects are
enormous, and it is unclear that all of the projects
currently receiving funds can be supported in
coming years.

In addition, costs for maintenance of a big science
facility once it is operational are rarely considered.

~see S.s.  Y~amOtO, “A Genuine Global Partnership?” Nature, vol. 346, Aug. 23, 1990, p. 692. This has likewise been an issue in the Human
Genome Projecq  since James Watson, Director of the National Institutes of Health’s National Center for Human Genome Research  has been outspoken
about the disappointing level of funding and commitment to the project by the governments of Japan and France. See Bormq  op. cit., footnote 43, p.
7. Also, the benefits of megaprojects include not only the scientitlc knowledge generated, but the technological know-how gained in designing and
building the instruments.

55Two litera~es  are relevant here. One is on analysis of ‘simultaneous multiple discoveries’ and Creativity in science; the O~er is on tita  sharing
and the diffusion of knowledge. On the former, see Dean Keith Simontoq Scientific Genius: A Psychology of Science (Cambridge, England: Cambridge
University Press, 1988); on the latter, see David S. Cordray et al., “Sharing Research DaW With W’hoU When, and How Much?’ paper presented at
the Public Health Service Workshop on Data Management in Biomedical Research  Chevy Chase, MD, Apr. 25-26, 1990; and Eliot Marshall, “Data
Sharing: A Declining Ethic?” Science, vol. 248, May 25, 1990, pp. 952,954-955,957.
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Table 5-7-Four “Big Science” Initiatives in the Fiscal Year 1991 Budget
(estimates in millions of current dollars)

Fiscal year Fiscal year Proposed Fiscal year Enacted
19!30 1991 percent 1991 percent

Initiative enacted proposed increase enacted change

Strategic Defense
Initiative . . . . . . . . . . . $3,600 $4,500 25% $2,900 –1 9%

Space Station . . . . . . . . . 1,750 2,451 40%0 1,900 90/0
Superconducting

Super Collider. . . . . . . 225 331 47% 243 8%
Human Genome . . . . . . . 60 108 41% 88 47%

Total 5,635 7,390 31% 5,131 –9%

SOURCE: Michael E. Davey, Congressional Research Service, “Research and Development Funding: FYI 991 ,“ isaue
brief IB90048,  Nov. 13, 1990,

The Space Station promises to require at least $1.5
billion per year in maintenance-an amount not
figured into original cost estimates.56 Much of the
maintenance support will be transported by the
Shuttle, which has proven less than reliable in recent
years. These concerns raise questions about how
realistically operations are weighed in securing
approval of megaprojects.

Another concern is the ‘‘top-down’ organization
of big science projects. For example, one critic of the
HGP endorses both the goals and the quality of the
science so far, but calls it ‘‘. . . overtargeted, over-
budgeted, overprioritized, overadministered, and
. . . micromanaged. ’57 In contrast, some projects

are criticized for a lack of management: ‘‘Though
over $4 billion has been spent so far on the Space
Station, it exists only as a paper design, and with
virtually no purpose beyond serving as a platform for
the glamour of man in space. ”58 Clearly, manage-
ment is an important consideration in megaproject
development.

Any big science project on the forefront of
expertise will involve considerable learning by

doing. Once a megaproject has been selected,
real-time evaluations of its progress can also be
carried out that give rapid feedback to those in-
volved. 59 While there is no guarantee that agency
sponsors of megaprojects will listen to evaluators,
the latter can become another constituency defined
into the decisionmaking process.

In sum, megaprojects will always be selected
through a political, public process because of their
scale, lumpiness, and incommensurability. Yet, for
each initiative, as the NAS priority report reminds:
" . . . it is necessary to specify the institutions,
individuals, and organizations that will be served;
the costs; the opportunities for international cooper-
ation and cost sharing; the management structure;
and the timeliness of the program. ”60 The cost of
investment for the Federal Government and the cost
per investigator are criteria that apply to all science
initiatives. The designations ‘‘big’ and ‘‘little’ are
quite variable when projected over time and relative
to the total value of an agency’s portfolio. Clearly,
the process of making Federal research investments
could become more iterative, less sequential, and
better oriented to national goals. OTA next examines
an alternative to current practice.

Sbcordes, op. cit., footnote 34, p. A28.

svDon  Brown quoted in Roberts, op. cit., footnote 42, p, 756. For example, there are now a total of six National hISthWS  of Health-supported genome
research centers and growing questions about acceptable costs and error rates in sequencing a genome before deposit in a database. See ‘‘New Human
Genome Centers Established,” Chemical & Engineering News, vol. 69, No. 6, Feb, 11, 1991, p. 16; and Leslie Roberts, “Large-Scale Sequencing Trials
Begin,” Science, vol. 250, Dec. 7, 1990, pp. 1336-1338.

s~’’Man.~-space:  The se~-~icted CwSe of NASA, ” Science & Government Report, VO1.  20,  No. 13. Aug.  1, 1~, p. 4.

59 See K.  Guy and L. Georghiou, “Real-Time Evaluation and the Management of Mission-oriented Research: The Evaluation of the Alvey
Program--Aims, Achievements and Lessons,’ unpublished paper, presented at the ECE Seminar on Evaluation in the Management of R and D, Apr.
3-7, 1989. In additio~ ifreal-time evaluation had been heeded in the construction of the Hubble TUescope, for instance, a full-scale test of the mirror
could have been performed. See Bob Davis,“NASA Management Flaws Led Agency to Overlook Hubble Defec4  Panel Finds,” Wall Street Journal,
Nov. 27, 1990; and William Booth “Hubblc Report Faults Builder, NASA, ” The Washington Post, Nov. 28, 1990, p. A8.

~ational Academy of Sciences, op. cit., footnote 17, p. 11.
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Research Priorities and the
“Big Picture”

Figure 5-4 depicts the projected outlays for the
science base and science megaprojects discussed
above. The projected expenditures for big science
projects rise in the 1990s as an increasingly signifi-
cant portion of those for science projects as a whole.
(Since cost estimates for megaprojects tend to grow
precipitously, a similar figure that doubles those
expenditures are included for sake of comparison in
figure 5-4.61) Within the current funding climate and
that predicted for the 1990s, perhaps not all compo-
nents of the current Federal research portfolio can be
supported. Choices among science projects may
need to be made. Because of the large projected
lifetime costs associated with each megaproject,
sorting and recalibrating the costs of each earlier
rather than later would be useful.

How could such choices be made? Ideally, one
might ask that Federal funds be allocated to the
science base and then add megaprojects in order of
importance until funds are depleted. However, such
a sequential approach is not realistic. First, there is
nothing that corresponds to a single research budget.
Many countries, for example, Canada, Germany,
and Sweden, have capital budgets for all functions,
including research. If the United States had a capital
budget distinct from its operating budget, then it
could rate megaprojects against one another and
compare them with other capital investments. Sec-
ond, megaprojects are funded on an equal footing in
many agencies with other research programs. Fi-
nally, in the words of Albert Teich, of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science:

Advocates of systematic priority setting and those
who may be called on to advise in the process need
to recognize that any such rational analysis is just
one element of the picture. Such analysis may
influence the process, but it does not determine
priorities. Other factors and other voices will and
should be heard. Political criteria are not a contamin-
ant in the allocation of public resources for

research; they are absolutely essential to the demo-
cratic process and to the long-run effective function-
ing of the system.62

An annual review of commitments across catego-
ries of investment would help to gauge balance by
field, research problem, and agency contributions to
the achievement of national goals. By revisiting
these categories year after year, Federal investments
could be appraised to add and subtract from the
Nation’s research portfolio.63

Once the context for priority setting is examined,
tradeoffs and choices take on another dimension.
What do U.S. society and the Federal Government
expect for their research investment? What does the
scientific community promise to deliver? The an-
swers differ among participants and over time. The
answers differ because criteria and expectations
differ, because there are plural research systems, and
because participants can influence the process of
budgeting and research decisionmaking at many
levels.

Although scientific merit and program relevance
must always be the first criteria used to judge a
research program or project’s potential worth, they
cannot be the sole criteria. First, in today’s research
system, there are many more scientifically meritori-
ous projects than can be funded. In its initial effort
to document stress on the Federal research system
created by an abundance of research applications,
OTA found that an increasing proportion could not
be funded by various research agencies due to
budget limitations, rather than to deficiencies of
quality. 64 Second, rewarding scientific merit and
relevance alone can inhibit the system from prepar-
ing for the future. This problem is seen clearly in the
finding of young investigators. Since the prospec-
tive yield of new knowledge is judged by the
technical merit (e.g., soundness of design or experi-
mental protocol) of a project proposal, its scientific
creativity, and the track record of the scientist,
young investigators are at a disadvantage, and other
criteria must be weighed when evaluating their
proposals.

GINote tit some estimates of megapmj~ts include only capital costs, while other include capital md OPra@ costs.
62~~~ H. ~ic~ ~ $Scimtists ~d ~b~c ~lci~s Must  time collaboration  To Set Res~ch fiorities,  ’ The ~cienfi.~t,  VOI. 4, No. 3, Feb. 5, 1990,

p. 17.
63T0 ittiate is t. Plm ~d exercise  flefibfi~ ~~ a budget  envelo~uch  like a Natio~  B~ketb~  Assoc~tion  tem  shm itS rOSter tO Stlly

under the league’s imposed salary cap while enjoying a full complement of players at every position.
~u.s. Congess,  Office of ‘lkchnology  Assessment, “Proposal Pressure in the 1980s: An Indicator of Stress on tie Federal Research System”  staff

paper of the Scienw,  Educatiou  and Transportation Program, April 1990.
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Figure 5-4—Cost Scenarios for the Science Base and Select Megaprojects: Fiscal Years 1990-2005

Current cost estimates for megaprojects

3 percent growth for 3 percent growth for total
science base

(megaproject funding added on)
research funding

(megaproject funding included)

Constant dollars Constant dollars

I

1990 1995 2000 2005 1990 1995 2000 2005

Doubled current cost estimates for megaprojects

3 percent growth for
science base
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NOTE: These figures are schematic representations of projected costs for science projects. In the figures on the left, the  base is projected to grow

at an annual rate of 3 percent above inflation. In the figures on the right,   is projected to grow 3 percent above inflation. The cost
estimates forthe  are based on data from “’The Outlook in Congress for 7 Major Big Science Projects,” The Chronic/e of 
vol. 37, No. 2, Sept. 12, 1990, p. A28; and Genevieve J. Knezo, “’Science  Status and Funding, February 1991 ,“  Report for
Congress, 91-258 SPR (Washington, DC: Congressional Research Service, Mar. 12, 1991).

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1991.
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There is a role for Congress to set priorities across
and within categories of science and engineering
research. The application of criteria that augment
‘‘scientific merit’ and “program relevance”—
which are today’s judgments of quality-would
clarify tomorrow’s objectives of research invest-
ment. As discussed in chapter 1, broadly stated, there
are two such criteria: strengthening education and
human resources (i.e., increasing the number and
diversity of participants); and building regional and
institutional capacity (including economic develop-
ment by leveraging Federal research support).65 Both
sets address the future capability of the research
system in response to national needs, and both can
be employed in mainstream and set-aside programs.

Conclusions
Since progress begets more opportunities for

research than can be supported, setting research
priorities may be imperative for the success of
science in the 1990s.66 And while the questions raised
in this chapter have a familiar ring-how should
Federal monies for research be spent? which oppor-
tunities for scientific advance merit funding now?
who should decide?—the search for a framework to
judge criteria of choice has grown urgent. In the
pluralistic and decentralized system of research
decisionmaking, sponsorship, and performance,
there are ample voices to justify most any hierarchy
of programs and projects on the grounds of ‘social’
or “scientific” merit. The question of what do U.S.
society and the Federal Government want for their
research investments has many answers.

Long before the onset of stringency in Federal
discretionary funding, priority setting was an inte-
gra1 part of the regular budget process:

By the time any budget for science has been
pulled apart by function in the budget committees,
by agency in the legislative committees, and by
appropriations bills in the appropriations committees

(in both House and Senate at each of these levels)
and reassembled among the various other programs
of veterans’ benefits, sewage treatment grants, and
agricultural price supports, its internal priorities will
be unrecognizable.67

The problem is not a lack of priority setting. The
problem is implementing priorities in the name of
national goals and scientific needs. How can that be
achieved?

Some observers of the current priority-setting
process have suggested improvements to the process
that are structural, in particular centralizing the
budget process and intensifying research planning
within and across the agencies. This would make the
tradeoffs more explicit and less ad hoc, and the
process more transparent. At a minimum, multiyear
budgeting and an agency crosscutting budgetary
analysis (proponents like NAS say) could reduce
uncertainty in budgeting.68

To ensure that priorities are set, some persons,
committees, or bodies of the Federal Government, in
addition to the President, must be invested with the
power to set priorities. Agency managers are already
performing this function at a program level, with
oversight from the legislative branch. At the highest
level of decisionmaking, however, a crosscutting
function is required. In the executive branch, OSTP
and OMB are the only actors with the ability to play
such a sweeping role. Without additional legislative
initiatives, however, OSTP is hampered by the
powerlessness of its advisory position. And OMB,
which has been serving a crosscutting function in the
executive branch, is not receptive to incorporating
debate and public decisionmaking on these issues.
Congress already serves, in part, a crosscutting
priority-setting function. However, Congress has
traditionally been reticent to set priorities. Sugges-
tions have been made to strengthen Congress’ hand
in research decisionmaking through structural

65somc  agency ~ro=m ~mdy  ~cowrate  time  Crittia.  They are explicitly in use, for example, at the National Stimw  Fo~dation (NSm (~ou~
not in every program or directorate) and there have been no claims that scientific merit has been compromised. At other agencies, however, these criteria
are seen as not as important to the research mission (OTA interviews, spring 1990). At the same time, set-aside programs at NSFand elsewhere underscore
the continuing need for ‘‘sheltered competitions”for researchers who do not fare well in mainstream disciplinary programs.

‘iBrooks writes: “Today many of the same negative signals that existed in 1971 are again evident. Will science recover to experience a new era of
prosperity as it did beginning in the late seventies, or has the day of reckoning that so many predicted ftily arrived?” Harvey Brooks, “Can Science
Survive in the Modern Age? A Revisit After Twenty Years,’ National Forum, vol. 71, No. 4, fall 1990, p. 33.

G7~ic& op. cit., footnote 62, p. 18.

6STMS was, of course, prior to the 1990 budget summit and passage of the Deficit Control Act discussed in ch. 3. The National Academy of Sciences
discussion is nevertheless instructive. See National Academy of Sciences, op. cit., footnote 17, pp. 11-16, especially table 2. Also see U.S. General
Accounting Office, U.S. Science and Engineering Base: A Synthesis of Concerns About Budget and Policy Development, GAO/RCED-87-65
(Washington DC: March 1987), especially pp. 22-56.
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change in the budget process, and there has been an
evolution toward greater congressional activism.
However, Congress may wish to strengthen its
current role as the final arbiter of priorities and invest
others with the discretion to propose priorities.

Whatever Federal body is designated as having
the authority of initial choice, its task should extend
at a minimum to the iterative planning and appraisal
of accounts that results in: a) limiting the number of
(or budget commitment entailed by) megaproject
initiatives, and b) making tradeoffs among research
fields in the S&T base. For instance, the broad field
of the life sciences has received substantial increases
in funding over the last 15 years, while other fields
have climbed more slowly. Seen as part of the
Federal research portfolio, the life sciences could be
stabilized in funding, while certain other fields,
ranked according to other criteria (e.g., training of
students), could be slated for augmented funding.
Already included in most research decisionmaking
are criteria based first and foremost on scientific
merit. OTA suggests that two other criteria could be
added to scientific merit. These criteria emphasize
planning for the future-strengthening education
and human resources, and building regional and
institutional capacity. Education, human resources,
and regional and institutional capacity are valid
outcomes of Federal research investments. Progress

. toward achieving national objectives that incorpo-
rate these criteria should be monitored with congres-
sional oversight.

Reordering the criteria of choice changes the
process and the expectations of returns from the
investment in research. Such reconfiguration, per-
haps seen most clearly in big science projects,
demonstrates how embedded science and technol-
ogy have become in the myriad needs of the Nation.
These initiatives are appropriated by political actors
because they are much more than cutting-edge
research. They represent ‘‘real money’ ‘—in jobs,
industrial development, innovation, trade, and pres-
tige regionally, nationally, and internationally. This
is why the constituencies for them are broad and why
they remain controversial within their respective
research communities years after having been pro-
posed and the down payment made by the Federal
Government.

Enhanced priority setting could be the 1990s’
expression of the post-World War II social contract
that bound science to government. However, greater
priority setting in science is no panacea for the
problem of research tiding. It is a partial response
to the problem of how the Federal research system
can make choices in the coming decade. Another
response of comparable urgency-understanding
and coping with research expenditures-is dis-
cussed in chapter 6.


